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Summary

This report contains the realization of the simulation model for a laboratory process the
floating platform. The platform is a nonlinear Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
process and is affected by several disturbances. The simulation model will be used to design
a controller which reduces the influence of the disturbances and stabilizes the platform.

The platform consists of a triangle frame floating on three adjustable floats placed in a
large tub filled with water. The distances between the frame and each float are controllable
by servo systems. In the centre of the triangle frame a rotatable crane will be mounted
which can translate a load. The orientation of the platform is measured by heightsensors.
The control signals of the servo systems are the inputs of the platform and the heights of
the platform with respect to the bottom of the tub are the outputs of the process.

The orientation of the platform is affected by two disturbances. Due to the rotation of
the crane the platform will lean over to the direction of the crane. These low frequent
disturbances can easy be modelled by physical derivations. The waves, caused by the move
ments of the floats, will reflect against the edges of the tub and disturbe the orientation
of the platform. These disturbances have a random character, because of the horizon
tal drifting of the platform, and therefore they are hard to model. Information about these
disturbances is added to the process by measuring the average wave height around the floats.

Physical derivations lead to two different model representations, describing the same dy
namics of the process. A MIMO model describing the heights of the platform above each
float and three SISO models describing the platforms average height and its rotation around
two perpendicular axes. Both descriptions have theirs advantages and disadvantages. The
three SISO models are of a lower order than the MIMO model but with the MIMO model
it is easier to describe the influences of the waves.

Quantitative information of the dynamics is derived for different identification options, based
on both descriptions, with experimental identification. By well designed experiments input
output data sets are collected. Output error models are estimated, using a MIMO identifi
cation toolbox. The estimated models are validated by objective and subjective validation
techniques. The results for the different identification options are compared to each other
to see which option is the best representation of the process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the Measurement and Control Group of the Department of Electrical Engineering Eind
hoven University of Technology a continuous research for measurement (Identification) and
control of processes takes place. The newly developed identification and control theories are
tested on laboratory processes.
One of the laboratory processes is the floating platform. The. platform consists of a tri
angle frame floating on three adjustable floats placed in a large tub filled with water (see
figure 1.1). The distances between the frame and each float are controllable by servo sys
tems. In the centre of the triangle frame a rotatable crane will be mounted which can pick
up, move along the arm of the crane and rotate a load. At several places on the platform
heightsensors are mounted for different kinds of purposes:

• for measuring the absolute height. Therefore the height of the platform to the wa
terlevel in a bucket fixed to the bottom of the tub is measured. This waterlevel is
assumed to be stationary and not influenced by the waves in the tub.

• for measuring the average wave heights around the floats.

• for measuring the height of the platform to the waterlevel in the tub disturbed by
waves.

Due to the waves in the tub, introduced by the movements of the floats, and to the move
ments of the crane the platform won't stay in a strictly horizontal position. The goal is to
design a controller wich keeps the platform horizontal at a certain height. Several years of
study have already been spent to the floating platform by students. Leading to the conclu
sion that the platform is a nonlinear Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) process. It is
hard to control and therefore an interesting process to compare different kinds of controllers.
During the previous studies the platform became to fragile. Therefore a new robust platform
is being built. At this moment the platform floats in the water without the crane. The crane
still has to be designed and built. On the old platform just the disturbances caused by the
rotating of the crane have been modelled. When the floats move to fast in the water the
waves are becoming to high. They can't be caught in the model. The platform becomes
unstable then. But if the floats move much slower not all the disturbances can be ruled
out. For a better performance the influences of the waves on the platform have to be either
measured or even better modelled. Therefore the heights of the waves are measured around
each float.
Before the platform can be controlled a model of the dynamics is needed. A qualitative
physical MIMO model will be derived. It represents the height of the platform above each
float. This MIMO model can be split in three mathematical independent SISO models: a
model for the average height of the platform and two models for the rotation around two
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Figure 1.1: The floating platform.

perpendicular axis. Quantitative information of the dynamics will be derived by experimen
tal identification. With an input-output dataset a model will be estimated using the MIMO
identification toolbox of H.M.Falkus [FAL94].
With the derivation of the physical model a question arises: How to model the wave distur
bances? If for instance a model is determined for the average height (SISO model) then all
the floats are excited and they all cause waves. These waves rebounce against the walls and
floats and influence the other buoyancy forces. The influence of the waves can be identified
within the model or will be seen as a disturbance during the identification of the data. If
just one float is excited (SIMO model) the waves in the tub are all caused by the move
ment of that float. The influence of the waves are then easier to model. But the physical
derivations then result in a higher order model. Both process descriptions, the three SISO
models and the MIMO model have advantages and disadvantages. It is hard to tell which
process description will lead to the best results with experimental identification. Therefore
the process will be identified in different ways based on both descriptions.
Physicals models will be derived for the process, described by the MIMO model and by
the three SISO models, in chapter two. A short survey of the used sensors, actuators and
hardware is given in chapter three. In chapter four the different options are given how the
process will be identified. How to design useful experiments and how to evaluate the result
ing data is given in chapter five. The results of the experiments are given in chapter six. In
chapter seven follow the conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter 2

Physical modeling of the
process with disturbances

The platform is a construction of a triangle frame, a crane and three floats. In spite of the
fact that the crane isn't ready it will be taken into account with the physical derivations.
The platform has to be seen as a stiff construction affected by two forces: the gravity force
and the upward force (see figure 2.1). The gravity force attacks on the middle of the platform

Figure 2.1: schematical representation of the platform

(centre of gravity, Mp ) and on each float (MJ) and is pointed towards earth. The three floats
are identical and have the same mass. The water effects a buoyancy force to the bottom of
each float directed upwards F; 0=1,2,3). It is equal to the displacement of the water caused
by the floats and is proportional to the depth of the floats into the water. If a float is moving
there is also a damping and an inertia force. The damping and the inertia force are always
directed to the opposit of respectively the movement and the acceleration of the float. The
damping force is assumed to be proportional to the velocity of the float and the inertia force
is the mass times the acceleration of the float. The stiffness of the platform causes that if
one upward force is changing, for example by a wave, the platform tries to rotate around a
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horizontal through the centre of gravity. Then the depth of the other two floats will change
too. To make a better understanding how the physical quantities are related to each other
a physical model of the process will be derived. This model is derived by linearisation of
the process around an equilibrium. Quantities representing small changes to the equilibrium
will be denoted by small characters. Absolute quantities will be denoted by capitals. As
discussed in the introduction the platform can be described in two different ways:

• a MIMO model describing the absolute heights of the platform above the floats .

• three SISO models describing the platform's average height (Ha ), it's rotation around
the negative y-axis (Oy) and it's rotation around the positive x-axis (Ox).

Both models are described in cartesian coordinates. Which one we are going to use depends
on the identification process. Therefore both derivations will be made. The outputs of both
models are related by a first order approximation (see figure 2.2):

Z-axis

X-axis

Figure 2.2: Transformation between the outputs

and also:

H 1(t)

H2(t) =

H3 (t)

Ha(t) + £Oy(t)
£ £

Ha(t) - "2 0y (t) + "2v'30x(t)

£ £
Ha(t) - "2 0y (t) - "2v'30x(t)

1
3(H1(t) + H2(t) + H3 (t))

2 1 1
-(H1(t) - -H2 (t) - -H3 (t))
3£ 2 2

v'3
3£ (H2(t) - H3 (t))

(2.1)

(2.2)

The dynamics of the platform are related to the dynamics of the floats. It depends on the
buoyancy forces of the floats. These forces are disturbed by waves. Therefore the dynamics
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of the floats disturbed by waves will be analysed first. Also an expression for the crane
disturbances will be derived before the fundemental dynamics of the platform are derived.

2.1 The dynamics of the floats disturbed by waves

When a wave passes a float it will lift and lower the float. It introduces alternating larger
and smaller upward forces which disturb the equilibrium of the platform. By controlling the
distances Xi between the platform and the floats (i= 1,2,3) the influence of the disturbances
can be reduced. The equations 2.3 till 2.11 are valid for every float. Therefore the quantities
used in these equations are generaly indicated by a subscript i. The variables used in these
equations are defined in table 2.1 and seen in figure 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. When a distance

2.3.1: The float in equilibrium

o
o
o

lWhi

o
o

~;:;:;:;s;~~~~:;:;*;~~:~;~:~:;~~:::ID:;:::::::~~;*;~;:;:~~;:;:;:;:::;:$:;:;:;:;:;:;~~~~~;:~t~:;m

2.3.2: The float affected by a wave.

between the platform and one float changes this float moves deeper or less deeper into the
water. Also an amount of water below the float will be displaced. The total of mass that
will be displaced, mass of the float and of the average water displacement, is abbreviated to
an effective mass Me. The inertia of the effective mass refered to the solid world results in:

(2.3)

The forces who affect the float will be calculated with respect to an equilibrium yet to be
defined. The distance of a float to this equilibrium is abbreviated by Oi and is defined
positive\negative if the float is below\above its equilibrium. An expression, for Oi will be
derived in this section. The moving float has a buoyancy force (KJOi) and a damping force
(DJ8i). The changes in the upward force, refered to the equilibrium (Oi), minus the inertia
of the effective mass is a damped mass spring system.

(2.4)

where spring constant

damping constant

distance to the equilibrium of float i
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Table 2 l' Definitions for the floats· .
symbol unit description

AI m 2 transection of a float
At m 2 transection of the tub
~hOi m depth of float i regarded to the average waterlevel at that moment
~i m depth of float i into the water
~o m depth of the floats into the water in equilibrium
Fi N resulting upward force of float i
Fo N upward force of the floats in equilibrium
HI m height of a float
Hi m height of the platform above float i regarded to the ground
H o m the heights of the platform above the floats regarded to the ground in

equilibrium
Xi m the distance between the platform and float i
Xo m the distance between the platform and each float in equilibrium
W hi m the average waterheight around float i regarded to the ground
WhO m the average waterheight around the floats in equilibrium
Wwhi m the average wave height around float i regarded to the average

waterlevel at that moment
W z m waterheight in the tub without the platform

When the platform is in equilibrium the next equations are in force:

(2.6)

(2.5)

Ho X0 + HI - ~o + WhO

(~Mp + ~Me + MI) I~I
AI

WhO = ~o At + W z

The mass of the crane (Me) is assumed to be in the centre of gravity of the platform. The
distance to the equilibriumpoint 8i can be found by subtracting the depth of the float in
equilibriumpoint ~o from the depth of the float ~i, at any moment.

~i = Xi + HI + Whi Hi
~o X0 + H I + WhO H 0

If a float goes deeper\less deeper into the water, the waterlevel in the tub will rise\drop.
Therefore Whi in equation 2.6 can be written as:

(2.8)

(2.7)

8i

3 A
Whi =W hi - WhO =Wwhi + L 8i -L

i=l At

The factor Wwhi in equation 2.7 is the average height of the wave around the float refered
to the average waterlevel in the tub at that moment. Substitution of equation 2.7 in 2.6
leads to an expression for 8i:

3 A
Xi + Wwhi +L 8i / - hi

i=l t

_1~ ((Xi + Wwhi - hi) + L8i AA
I

)
1 -1;- iii t
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The distances of float i to the equilibrium depends on the distances of the other two floats to
their equilibrium, which all depends on the wave heights. The waves in the tub, generated
by the movements of the floats, can only lose their energy on the floats (by translation and
by friction). This energy transfer is small so there will always be waves in the tub. The
introduced cross terms OJ~ in equation 2.8 has therefore always a certain value, but the
physical derivations become then more difficult. Although these cross terms are small com
pared with the other variables (~ << 1), but not neglectable small, they will be neglected
in the physical derivations.
The upward force Ii of a float on a platform refered to the equilibrium is found by substi
tution of equation 2.8 in equation 2.4. It results after Laplace transformation in 1:

Fi(S) = (S2 Me + sDj + KJ)(Xi(S) - Hi(S» + (sDj + KJ)(Wwhi(S» (2.9)

where Dj =

In equation 2.9 the forces are given which the floats practices on the platform. They will be
used to derive the dynamics of the platform in section 2.3.
The variable Wwhi in equation 2.8 is not directly measured on the platform. An expression
for this variable has to be found as a function of the variables, Oi, Xi and hi (small changes
around the equilibrium), measured on the platform. For calculating this factor the variable
6.hOi is introduced defined as the depth of the float regarded to the average waterlevel at
that moment:

6. hOi

(2.10)

The waveheight around the float becomes

Wwhi

(2.11)

The variables AJ and At are time invariant and can be calculated from the dimensions of
the tub and of the floats.

lin [VL090] the effective mass Me is neglected. This variable introduces an extra component in equation
2.9 and it leads to an extra zero in the transfer functions (see section 2.3)
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2.2 Disturbances of the crane

If the crane with the load is mounted on the platform it will influence the balance of the
platform. The platform will lean over to the direction of the crane if the process is not
controlled. The crane exists of a horizontal tube placed on a rotatable vertical tube which
is connected on the middle of the platform (see figure 2.3 and table 2.2).

y-axisF

•
Iz-axis
!
I

!
I
I

I

Figure 2.3: Definition of the crane

Table 2 2' Definitions for the crane..
symbol unit description

<P rad angle between the crane and the positive x-axis

L" m distance between the arm of the crane and the load
L, m distance between the load and the centre of the platform
Me kg mass of the crane
M, kg mass of the load

The horizontal tube is assumed to be built in such a way that his centre of gravity lies above
the rotatable vertical tube. The total mass of the crane (Me) can then be included in the
mass of the platform (Mp ), which was not done in equation 2.5. But it will also introduce a
change in the inertia's around the negative y-axis (Jy) and the positive x-axis (Jx ). Also the
inertia's will be affected by the position of the load. In the physical derivations, however J

(see section 2.3) they are considered as constant. But if the disturbances by the changes
of the inertia's are too big to fit into the model errors they have to be taken into account.
They can be calculated if the crane has been built. The load, connected to the horizontal
tube, can move in a vertical way and along the horizontal tube. The gravity force affects
the load in the centre of gravity and introduces disturbance forces. These disturbance forces
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are static forces dependent on the orientation of the crane and on the load 2:

Fcl(t) + Fc2 (t) + Fc3(t)
Fcl(t) - ~Fdt) - ~FC3(t)

Fc2(t) - Fc3 (t)

-gMI
- L1t

) gMlcos¢J(t)
_ ~ LIP) gMsin¢J(t)

(2.12)

Transforming equation 2.12 results in:

M, 2 LI(t)
-g- - ---gMcos¢J(t)

3 3 L

M LI(t) M (cos¢J(t) - V3sin¢J(t))-g-+--g I
3 L 3

M LI(t) M (cos¢J(t) + V3sin¢J(t))-g-+ --g I
3 L 3

(2.13)

The static disturbance forces in equation 2.12 and in equation 2.13 are composed in the
same way as the outputs of respectively the three SISO models and the MIMO model. The
direction of these forces corresponds to the directions of the outputs of both models. The
size of the disturbance forces are defined in such a way that they can easily be implemented
in section 2.3.

2.3 Physical modelling of the platform with disturbances

In this section both the derivations of the three SISO models and of the MIMO model will be
made, by considering small changes around the equilibrium, taking the wave and the crane
disturbances, described in the two previous sections, into account. The transfer functions
found in time domain will be transformed to the Laplace domain. The quantities used are
then given by capitals.

2.3.1 The three 5150 models

The forces of the floats and of the crane result in the translation of the centre of gravity ha ,

a rotation around the negative y-axis Oy and a rotation around the positive x-axis O:z; of the
platform. Combining equation 2.2 and equation 2.9 yields the dynamic equations3 :

Mpha(t)

Jy 8y (t)

J:z;8:z;(t) =

ft(t) + h(t) + h(t) + Ica
L L

Lft (t) + '2h(t) - '2 h (t) + Llcy(t)

L L L
'2V3h(t) - '2V3h(t) + '2V3lc:z;(t)

(2.14)

In equation 2.14 Jy and J:z; are the inertia's of respectively the rotation around the negative
y-axis and the positive x-axis. They are considered as constant. In reality they depend on
the position of the crane and of the load. If the disturbances by the changes of the inertia's
are too large to fit into the model errors they have to be taken into account. They can be
calculated, or estimated if the crane has been built. Substituting equation 2.2 into equation

2The angle velocity of the crane is assumed to be very low. Therefore the centrifugal force is neglected.
3The constant 9Ml in equation 2.12 and in equation 2.13 looks time invariant but the load, connected

to the crane, can be replaced by an other load. This constant is seen as a change to the equilibrium and
can't be neglected.
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2.14 results in:

hI (t) + h2(t) + h3(t)

.. 1·· 1··
hl(t) - "ih2(t) - "i h3(t)

h2(t) - h3 (t)

3= M(fl (t) + f2(t) + h(t) + fea)
p

3L2 1 1= 2J (ft(t) - "2 f2 (t) - "2h(t) + fey (t))
y

3L2
2J

x
(f2(t) - h(t) + fex(t))

(2.15)

The Laplace transformation of equation 2.15 becomes:

s2[Hl (s) + H2(s) + H3(s)]

s2[H1(s) - ~H2(S) - ~H3(S)]

s2[H2(s) - H3(s)]

The Laplace transforms of the forces Fj(t) in equation 2.16 are defined as follows:

Fj(s) (S2 Me + sDi + Ki )(Xj(s) - Hj(s)) + (sDi + K/ )Wwhj(S)

MI
-g- = Da(s)

S

LI S
--LgM, 2 2 = Dy(s)

S +Wo
2 L1 Wo

= - ;;;-L gMI 2 2 = Dx(s)
v3 s +Wo

with i=1,2,3

(2.17)

To emphasize that the terms in equation 2.17 are disturbance forces the variables Da(s),
Dy(s) and D x (s) are introduced. The crane is assumed to rotate with a constant angle
velocity Wo and the length L, is constant. The wave and the crane disturbances are measured
on the platform. Therefore they can be seen as input signals. Substitution of equations 2.17
in the equations of 2.16 leads, after some reorganization (see appendix A), to the dynamics
of the platform:

A(S2 Me + sDi + K/)
s2 + A(sD! + Kj) (Xl(S) + X 2(s) + X3(s))

B(s2Me + sD! + K/) 1 1
s2 + B(sDi + Kj) (X1(s) - "2 X2 (s) - "2 X3 (s))

C(s2 Me + sD! + Kj)
s2 + C(sDj + K/) (X2(s) - X3(s)) (2.18)

The dynamics of the wave disturbances are:

A(sDj + Kj)
s2 + A(sDj + K/) (Wwhl(S) + WWh2(S) + WWh3(S))

B(sDi + /(/) 1 1
s2 + B(sDi + /(j) (Wwhl(S) - "2 WWh2 (S) - "2 Wwh3 (S))

C(sDj + /(/)
s2 + C(sDj + /(j) (Wwh2(S) - WWh3(S)) (2.19)
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The dynamics of the crane disturbances are:

(2.20)

A

S2 + B(sDj + Kj) Dy(s)

C
S2 + C(sDj + Kj) Dx(s)

2.18, 2.19 and 2.20 are defined as:

= S2 + A(sDj + Kj) Da(s)

B

Ht(s) + H2(s) + H3(s)

1 1
H1(s) - "2H2(s) - "2 H3(s)

H 2(s) - H 3(s)

The constants A,B and C used in equations

3

C =

B

A

2Jx + 312M.

The left side of equation 2.18 to equation 2.20 are combinations of the heights Hi (i=1,2,3)
and will be defined defined as the outputs of the three subprocesses. They represent the
average height (Ha), the rotation around the negative y-axis (Hy) and the rotation around
the positive x-axis (Hx ):

(2.21)

The outputs Hj (j=a,y,x) are combined from Hi (i=l,2,3) with transformation matrix Fin
such a way that the outputs are perpendicular to each other. Also the inputs, the distances
between the platform and the floats (Xj) and the wave disturbances (Wwhj, j=a,y,x) are
composed likewise:

(2.22)

and

(2.23)
[

WWha(S) ] [ Wwht(S) ]
WWhy(S) = F * Wwh2(S)
Wwhx(S) Wwh3(S)

The crane disturbances are already defined by equation 2.12 as the disturbances of the
average height, the rotation around the negative y-axis and the rotation around the positive
x-axis. Leading to the conclusion that when the process is described by the average height,
rotation around the negative y-axis and the rotation around the positive x-axis the transfer
functions of the inputs (Xj) and the disturbance forces (Wwhj and Dj) to the outputs (Hj)
results in three second order mathematical independent 8180 transfer functions. These
transfer functions will be abbreviated by respectively Gj(s), Rwj(s) and Rcj(s) (j=a,y,x)
and have a general form:

= Hj(s) _ J(Gj(s + ngt)(s + ng2)
Xj(s) - (s + pd(s + P2)

Hj(s) KRwj(S + nrt)
WWhj(S) - (s + pt)(s + P2)
Hj(s) _ J(Rcj
Dj(s) - (s + pd(s + P2)

(2.24)
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The outputs Hi can be combined from equation 2.24 and results:

(2.25)

The distances of the platform to the floats Xi will be controlled by servo systems. These
servo systems are driven by a control signal Ui(t) which are the control inputs of the process.
The transfer functions of the servo systems will be denoted by H'i(s). They are suppost
to be equal for each drive and will be explained later on in this section. The outputs of
the process Hi (j=a,y,x) are a combination of the heights of the platform above each float
(see equation 2.25). If we want to describe the process in three mathematical independent
subprocesses the input signals have to be combined likewise:

(2.26)

How the transformations are, between the inputs Ui and the outputs Hi (j=a,y,x), to repre
sent the platform by the three independent SISO systems is given in figure 2.4. The inputs

three 5150 systems

Ua I Ul Xl H1
I HaI Hs 1 I I

I

X2 dynamics ~
I HyUy I

F-1 U2 I Hs 21
I

I 'I F
U3 X3 platform H3

I HxUx I I
.I Hs3 II
"

I
I I

--------------------------------------------,
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
IL _

Figure 2.4: Representation of the three independent SISO systems: H,Gi

Ui (j=a,y,x) are transformed to the inputs of the servo systems Ui (i=1,2,3) by transfor
mation matrix F- 1• They control the distances between the platform and the floats Xi
(i=1,2,3). The measured heights Hi (i=1,2,3) are transformed to the heights Hi (j=a,y,x)
by F. A representation of the process, including the disturbances, can be made now (see
figure 2.5). As can be seen the output Hi is influenced by three signals: the controlable
input Ui and the measured disturbances Wwhi and Di (j=a,y,x).
The servo systems are assumed to be identical and have the same transfer function denoted
by H.(s). They can be used in two different ways:

• velocity control of Xi

• position control of Xi

When the servo systems are used as velocity control of Xi the servo systems act like an ideal
integrator. Therefore the transfer function will be:

H.(s) = ]{.
s

(2.27)
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the process

By using the servo systems for controlling the positions Xi these posistions are fed back to
the inputs of the servo systems. The transfer function becomes:'

H.(s) =~
T.S + 1

(2.28)

During the identification this position feedback is needed to avoid the drift of a servo system.
By introducing the position feedback the servo system becomes slower. Therefore [BOU91]
removed this position feedback for controlling the platform. But when the servo system is
then still faster than the dynamics of the process it can be used for controlling the posistion
Xi in an accurate way. It is then easier to design controllers (see figure 2.6). When no
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Figure 2.6: Using position feedback for process control
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position feedback is used then there arise some problems with the estimation of Xi, calculated
by integration of Ui, and with the feedforward controllers for the crane disturbances (see
[BOU91]). The contribution of the feedforward controllers to the position Xi has then an
integrating effect. When position feedback is used this is just a constant. The feedback
controllers (CJ hi) then have to have an integrating effect to eliminate the final error of the
outputs.
The platform (without the crane) is constructed symmetrically. As can be proved in [VL090]
the inertia's around the y-axis and x-axis are then equal. The constants Band C used in
equations 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20 are the same. Therefore the transfer functions of the rotation
around the negative y-axis and the positive x-axis will be equal.

2.3.2 The MIMO model

(2.29)

The process can also be described by a MIMO model. This MIMO model describes the
height Hi of the platform above each float as a function of the distances Xi of the platform
to each float and of the measured disturbances Wi and Di (i=1,2,3). This MIMO model is
derived from the three SISO models with equation 2.1 in appendix B. In fact the three
independent SISO models are the diagonalizations of the MIMO model. As can be seen in
B.1 the transfer function will be a sixth order MIMO model. Each height Hi depends of
the dynamics of the three floats, which are mass spring systems (2' order). Because the
platform is constructed symmetrical (Jy = Jx ) the influence of float i and of float j on the
height k will be the same with i # j # k. The transfer functions are then reduced to a
fourth order MIMO model (see appendix B). The dynamics of the platform are:

[

Hl(S) ] s2 Md + sDj + KJ [ X1(s) ]
H2(s) = 3(S2 + A(sD' + K' ))(s2 + B(sD' + J{')) * P(s) * X 2(s)
H3 (s) J J J J X 3 (s)

The dynamics of the wave disturbances are:

[

Hl(S) ] sD' + J{' [ Wwhl(S) ]
H2(s) = 3(s2 + A(sD' + J{;))(s2 ~ B(sD' + K')) * P(s) * Wwh2(S)
H3(s) J J J J Ww h3(S)

The dynamics of the crane disturbances are:

(2.30)

(2.31)

s2(A - B)

s2(A + 2B)
+(3AB)(sDj + Kj)

s2(A - B)

P(s) = s2(A - B)

s2(A + 2B)
+(3AB)(sDj + Kj)

The outputs of the process are now defined as the heights of the platform above each float
Hi (i=1,2,3). Therefore the control inputs of the process will be defined as the inputs of
the servo systems Ui (i=1,2,3). The resuming representation of the process is the same as
in figure 2.5. The difference now is that each block does not represent three SISO transfer
functions but a MIMO transfer function, except for the transfer functions H. of the servo
systems.
From now on the distance Xi between the platform and a float will be abbreviated by the
term pillarheight.

[ Z~~:~ ] = 3(s2 + A(sD' + J{' )~(S2 + B(sD' + J{')) * P(s) * [ g~~:~ ]
H 3 (s) J J J J D 3 (s)

The transfer function P(s) used in equation 2.29, 2.30 and in 2.31 is defined as:

s2(A + 2B)
+(3AB)(sDJ + Kj)

s2(A - B)
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2.4 A transformation of the measured heights to the
outputs

The heights of the platform are measured at several places on the platform but not above the
floats. The heightsensors are connected to a plate which sticks out ofthe platform (see figure
2.7). On each plate two heightsensors are connected. The sensor connected to the middle

Oml

Figure 2.7: The measured heights on the platform

of the plate measures the height of the platform to the waterlevel in the tub disturbed by
waves. The sensor connected to the end of the plate measures the height of the platform to
the waterlevel in a bucket fixed to the bottom of the tub. The absolute height is measured.
The sensors are numbered in such a way that heightsensor Oi lies opposite to Hi. First
the process is identified and controlled using the sensors which measure the absolute height
of the platform. If this is possible then the information of the other sensors will be used.
A transformation from the measured heights Oei to the heights of the platform above the
floats Hi is needed 0=1,2,3). It is derived in appendix C and yields

1 + 1f 1 + 1f ) ( Del )L L1 - 2£ 1 + 1£ Oe2
L L1+1- 1-2- Oe3£. £.

(2.32)

The transfer function depends on the ratio f. This ratio is measured and results in ~.

Filling up in equation 2.32 results in: •

( HI) (-1/9
H2 = 5/9
H3 5/9

5/9
-1/9
5/9
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Chapter 3

Sensors, actuators and hardware

3.1 The heightsensor

The orientation of the platform is measured with heightsensors. These heightsensors are,
compared with the heightsensors on the previous platform, not connected to the solid world.
Small strips of double side print, not etched, of DAD m height, are fixed with one side on the
platform. The other side is in the water. The principle of the sensor is that the conductance
between the two copper layers is proportional to the depth of the sensor in the water and so
the resistance is inversely proportional to the depth. This property is used in such way, in
the designed circuit, that the depth of the sensor in the water corresponds with a current.
The sensor can be seen as a current source. Therefore the average waveheight around a float
can be measured by placing several sensors parallel (see figure 3.1). If there is a dc voltage

Figure 3.1: The connection of the sensors on the platform

between the two layers then there will be a polarization of the electrodes. An electrolyse
will take place on that part of the sensor that is in the water. An oxide layer arises on the
copper which influences the sensitivity of the sensor. Therefore an ac voltage will be used
to avoid polarization.
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3.1.1 The relation between the conductance and the depth

The relation between the conductance and the depth of the sensor is determined experimen
tally. A part of the circuit is given in figure 3.2. It is a serial connection of a variable resistor
(IHl- 5Hl), a condensator (1 J1.F) and the heightsensor. To minimize the polarization a
triangle voltage source with a frequency of 15 kHz and zero mean is connected to point E.
The condensator is used to avoid charges introduced by leakage currents. The impedance

Figure 3.2: A part of the heightsensor circuit

of the condensator is so low compared with the resistor that it can be neglected (VD = Vc).
There is no phase shift between the voltages VE and VD for different frequencies, depths
and values for R3 • Therefore the heightsensor introduces no capacitive or inductive effects,
so it's frequency independent. It can be seen as a variable resistor RH which is inversily
proportional, with a constant k, to the depth d of the sensor into the water (RH = kid).
For the voltage at point D yields:

(3.1)

The factor VDp and VEp are the measured peak voltages at respectively point D and E. The
resistance of the heightsensor RH at a certain depth d can be calculated with equation 3.1
and yields:

(3.2)

The depth d of the sensors used on the platform, will fluctuate between 0.05 m and 0.25
m. The resistance RH of the sensors fluctuates then between 400 nand 100 n. When the
voltage VDp is measured as a function of the depth d then the constant k of RH = ~ can be
calculated:

R3 *d
k =RH * d = """7;:v--"---

(~-1)
(3.3)

It yields 24 nm. In the final circuit the triangle voltage source is connected to point D
instead to point E (see figure 3.3). A change of depth causes a change of the amplitude of
the triangle current through the heightsensor and so through resistance R3 • Therefore the
sensor can be seen as a current source.
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3.1.2 The complete circuit for heightmeasurement

In the complete circuit the triangle voltage is generated by a voltage controlled oscillator
(VeO) and is presented to the differrent sections for heightmeasurement. The platform uses
more than one heightsensor. Each section consists of a highpass filter (HPF), a detection
amplifier (A), a lowpass filter (LPF) and a voltagefollower (VF) (see figure 3.3). The output

section 2

section 3

I
~~on4

------

Figure 3.3: The circuit for heightmeasurement

of the veo (V;) is a triangle voltage of 1.2Vp (V;p) with a frequency of 15 kHz superimposed
on a dc voltage of 6.4 volt (V;)l. Variable R4 weakens the output of the veo with a factor
Wand presents it to the different sections. Voltages used in figure 3.3 are given in figure
3.4 as function of time where the period T, of the triangle voltages, yields l5k

l
Hz = 67J1.s.

The highpass filter, formed by condensator Cl and resistance R l (Ie = 1Hz), filters the dc
voltage of the voltage VA. The cut off frequency should be set higher to minimize noise of the
voltage controlled oscillator and just to let through the triangle voltage, but the components
were already implemented in the circuit. The remaining triangle voltage with mean zero is
amplified with a factor:

A(d R ) - RH + R3 _ 1 + d * R3 (3.4)
, 3 - RH - k

Diodes d l and d2 remove the positive peaks of the triangle voltage. The remaining negative
peaks are filtered with a lowpass filter (110 = 667Hz) formed by condensator C2 and resistor
R2 . Just the average of the negative peaks are let through. The cut off frequency of the
lowpass filter is high enough to let through the quickest changes of the relative slow process
(f = 1 a. 2 Hz). With the voltagefollower the circuit can be loaded without influencing the
output. The output Vo is a function of the variable resistors R3 and R4 and of the depth d
of the sensor:

=
(3.5)

1 The peak value of the voltages will be denoted by V:.p and the peak to peak value of the voltages will
be denoted by Voopp
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Figure 3.4: Voltages of the circuit for heightmeasurement

If the variable resistors are set on a certain value the output is only dependent of the depth
d. If (do:;, ~ 1) then the amplification (A) and also the output (Vo) are proportional to
the depth d. For finding an accurate value for the variable resistors Ra and R4 we have to
look to the bounds of the output Vo :

• If the heightsensor is completely out of the water the output signal is -~. The
output has always an offset dependent of the weakening W caused by the variable
resistor R4 •

• If the negative peaks of the voltage reache the negative power supply of -15V the
amplifier A is in saturation. The relation between the depth d and the output is then
no longer linear. When the values of the negative peaks of VB (-AVAp ) are -15 volt
the output Vo = -tVAP is -3.75 volt. It is the minimum value of the output (Vomin)
when linearity must be guaranteed. With measurements it's seen that the positive
peaks of Vn are reduced by diodes d1 and d2 to -1 volt instead of the expected 0 volt.
This is caused by the voltageloss over the diodes. The output becomes more negative.
When the negative peaks of VB reaches the negative powersupply the output Vo is -4.0
volt (Vomin).

Establishment of the variable resistors.
Suppose the variations in the waves are not so big, so just the half domain of the heightsensor
is used (d = 0.5dma.,). It has to be possible to use the full range of the output to minimize
the quantization errors made by the AD-convertor. Using the boundaries the full range
of the output is established when the offset (-~) is as large as possible (established by
R4 ), and when the output is -4.0 volt (Vomin, established by Ra and ~) for half domain
(d = 0.5dma.,). This situation is reached when the amplification A is set on it's maximum
value (Ra = Rama.,) and R4 is minimized until the output becomes larger than Vomin when
the sensor is in the water for half it's domain. The peak value of the voltage VAp becomes
then:

4Vomin
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The output Vo as function of the depth.
For different values of VAp (0.05,0.15,0.26,0.37,0.48 and 0.59) the linearity of the output
Vo as function of the depth d is tested (see figure 3.5). Just the half domain of the sensor
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Figure 3.5: The output as function of the depth.

is used (R2 = 5Hl). As can be seen the offset is linear to VAp. The relationship is linear if
the depth d is larger than 0.01 m and the output Vo is larger than -4.0 volt.

3.1.3 Calibration of the heightsensor

After a few days the conductivety of the water changes by dissolving of metal particles in
the water. The output, as function of the depth d, of the sensors will change. During
the identification process the constant k is determined for all the used heightsensors by
measuring the outputs for two different depth in the linear area. For identification the
measurements are transformed into centimeters. If the platform wants to be controlled at
any time a calibration is needed. The changes of the constant k of the sensors has to be
determined. This can be done by subtracting the outputs of two identical heightsensors
which have different depths, in the linear area, in the used water in the tub (see figure 3.6).
These sensors have to be insensitive for waves. Therefore the cut off frequency of the low

electronic

circuit

Figure 3.6: Calibration for the sensors
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pass filter in the complete circuit has to be lower than the frequency of the waves. It can be
set on 0.1 Hz.

3.2 Position measurement

The pillarheights are measured by variable resistors, strings and springs. A string is con
nected with one side to the end of the resistor and the other side is connected to the float
(see figure 3.7). The spring is connected with one side to the end of the variable resistor

Figure 3.7: Measurement of a pillarheight

and the other side is connected to the platform. This spring is strong enough to keep the
string tight and is weak compared with the strength of the servo system. If the float moves
up\down the string will wrap up\off the end of the resistor. The value of variable resistor
changes. The variable resistor is a 15 turn lOkn resistor connected to the positive (+15
V) and negative (-15 V) power supply. The variable is the output Va of the position mea
surement. The sensitivity (Kp ) of the pillarheight (X) to the output (Va) is measured and
results in -55 V1m.

3.3 The servosystem

For controlling the pillarheights three servo motors are placed on the platform. The rotation
of a motor is transformed with a spindle to the vertical movements of the float. The sensi
tivity ([{.) of the input of the voltage controlled servo system to the vertical movement of
the float is 0.025 m/sV. The power supply of the motors is provided with servo amplifiers.
For controlling the angle velocity of the motors, in an accurate way, an integrated tacho is
used for feedback. The generated voltage of the tacho is fed back to the input of the servo
amplifier. The used servo amplifier has some extra inputs. With one of them it is possible to
switch off the motor. This option is used to provide that the platform runs off the gearrack
and damages itself. There are switches placed at each end of the pillar. If the platform
threatens to run off the gearrack the end switch switches on and the motor stops.
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3.4 Hardware

For controlling the platform with a computer some hardware is needed. The DA\AD
convertors transforms the digital signals to analoge signals and vice versa. Analog filters are
designed to reduce the noise and to reduce the aliasing. Also a position feedback is designed
for controlling the servo systems.

3.4.1 DA\AD-convertor

The Measurement and Control Group wants to generalize the software packages for control
ling processes. The software packet MACS written by IPCOS is commonly used and is also
used for the platform. It supports the DA\AD card DAS1600. The DAS1600 card has 2
DA-convertors and 16 AD-convertors which have a resolution of 12 bits and a domain of -10
to 10 volt. The maximum sample frequency of 100 Hz is fast enough to control the relative
slow process. The resolution of 12 bits (74 dB) is high compared with the accuracy of the
sensors and the generated noise of the process. Because the platform has three inputs two
DAS1600 cards are used during the identification.

3.4.2 The filter

The analog signals, generated on the platform, have to be filtered to reduce mistakes by
aliasing and to reduce the noise. The main frequency of the waves and of the pillarheight
changes during the identification (see section 5.1) are respectively 1 and 5 Hz. The dynamics
of the process will also consist of higher harmonics of these signals. Therefore a Butterworth
filter with a cut off frequency of 25 Hz (/I,) is chosen to filter the analog signals. Because
a Butterworth filter has a smooth characteristic in the pass band. With the used sampling
frequency of 100 Hz the reduction of the main frequencies of the analog signals at the first
repeated spectra can be calculated:

L =-20
10

1og (J 1 )
l+(L)2k

h

(3.7)

With a fourth order (k=4) filter the main frequency of the waves and of the pillarheights are
reduced with respectively 48 dB and 47 dB. The aliasing, caused by the main frequencies
of the waves and of the pillarheights, are then enough suppressed. A further increase of
suppressing will not improve the quality of the resulting signals. The quality is limited by
the quality of the used heightsensors. This filter is built using [JOH80] (see appendix D)
and tested (see figure 3.8). As can be seen the pass band has a smooth characteristic, the
cut off frequency is about 25 Hz and the weakening in the stopband is 80 dB/dec. conform
with the demands. The phase shift is also as expected. The phase shift on the the cut off
frequency is -180 degrees. It's the half of the total phase shift of -360 degrees for a fourth
order filter. For high frequencies the time delay was hard to read from the scope. This
causes the fluctuations in the phase shift for high frequencies.
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Figure 3.8: The characteristics of the Butterworth filter

3.4.3 Position feedback

When a servo system is excited with a zero mean signal the float drifts away to one end of the
gearrack. This is caused by an parasitive offset on the servo system. With the identification
the nonlinear process will be linearized around an equilibriumpoint. Therefore a position
feedback is used to remove the drift of the servo system. The pillarheight is proportionally
fed back to the input of the servo system (see figure 3.9). Also the place of the low pass
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Figure 3.9: The circuit for position feedback

filter (LPF), designed in the previous section, is included. The filter is included in the
feedback loop otherwise the servo motor fluctuates on the noise of the heightsensors. For
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low frequencies it has no influence on the position feedback. For the pillarheight X yields2 :

X f{. U _ f{. [R 1 U R4 r;,r X]= - • - - - DA + -l\p
S S R2 R3

(3.8)

(3.9)U = fufT f,r
DA S - R a \p \.

The transfer function from the DA convertor to the pillarheight yields:

X f{&
• R,

The equations 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are in force for every position feedback. Therefore the
subscribt i is omitted. The amplification (I<.1G) and the time constant (- R4~:K.) of the
transfer function can be set on every wanted value with the variable resistors R2 , R3 and
R4 , taking the limitations of the servo system into account. The input for the servo system,
combined of the contribution of the DA-convertor and of the position feedback, has to lie in
the domain of the servo system. With variable resistor R4 the variations in X can be scaled
to the full range of the AD-convertor [-10v, 10v]. By controlling the pillarheight in a closed
loop an final error will be made. The final error depends on the loop gain and yields:

(3.10)

The values of the variable resistors R2 , R3 and R4 are calculated (see appendix E) and
results in respectively 7.5 H2, 14.4 H2 and 36.4 H2. The amplification and the time constant
are then respectively 0.034 meter/volt and 0.29 seconds. The maximum amplitude of the
generated noise signal by the DA-convertor is chosen on 4 volt. Combining this with the
amplification factor and the end mistake the variations in the pillarheight has a maximum
of 0.03 meter (see section 5.1) when the process is in steady state. With a time constant
of 0.29 seconds the pillarheight is in 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 seconds at respectively 29%, 50% and
75% of it's final error. These factors are used when the change time of the noise signal will
be calculated (see section 5.1). By setting the variable resistor R4 on 36.4 H2 the sensitivity
of the changes in the pillarheight to the AD-convertor is 0.02 V/m.

2 Sp is negative
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Chapter 4

How to identify the process?

The goal of the identification process is to find a relationship between the inputs of the servo
systems, the waveheight around the floats and the heights of the platform. The actual inputs
of the process are the inputs of the servo systems. But in this chapter the pillarheights will
be seen as inputs. The pillarheights are related to the inputs ohhe matching servo system
by a first order SISO transfer function, which can easily be determined. If a float is excited
it causes a change of height of the platform above that float. The platform tries to rotate
around the centre of gravity. The heights of the platform above the other two floats will
change too. And by the stiffness of the platform these two floats cause waves. This will be
called dynamical coupling. The excitation of a float will also cause waves. These waves will
affect the other two floats and so the height of the platform above them. This is called wave
coupling. If more than one float is excited it is harder to distinguish which height changes
of the platfrom is caused by a wave or by a movement of a float. Therefore a question
arises: How to model the process? Especially the contribution of the waves. Two equivalent
physical models are derived in chapter two for the pillarheights and the waveheight around
the float as inputs and the heights of the platform as outputs. A physical model for the
pillarheights as input and the waveheight around the floats as output is hard to derive:

• The profile of the waves at a certain depth depends on the height of the water in the
tub.

• Delays between the waves caused by a float and the arrival at the other two floats
depends on the frequency of the waves.

• The bouyancy on the float is linear to the waveheight but this effect becomes smaller
when the float lies deeper in the water, refered to the wavelength [GER89]:

where e
D
,.\

k

wave profile

depth of the float in the water

wavelength

function of the frequency of the waves

(4.1)

This relationship has to be determined by experimental identification. The process also
depends of the dimension of the tub. The edges of the tub won't absorb the energy of the
waves. On the contrary they will reflect the waves. How bigger the tub how longer it takes
before the reflected waves will reach the floats. In the used formation the platform just fits
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in the tub. So the reflected waves will reach the floats quickly. It is also possible that the
size of the tub is a multiple of the wavelength. Static waves around knots can arise in the
tub (see figure 4.1). If the platform excitates the static waves, most possible by excitating

Figure 4.1: Static waves in the tub

the three SISO systems, the process is tub dependent.
The three independent SISO models derived in chapter two, describe the average height
and the rotation around the y-axis and the x-axis of the platform. These are second order
models. If one input is excited then at least two floats are excited. The MIMO model
describes the heights of the platform above the floats. This is a higher order model (sixth)
than the SISO models but if one input is excited just one float is excited. By well designed
experiments it is may be possible to identify the dynamical coupling and the wave coupling
separately. The process will be identified in several ways.

4.1 Identification option one

In the first identification option the process is described by the MIMO model. By several
experiments the dynamical coupling and the wave coupling are identified separately. The
transfer functions in figure 4.2 have to be derived. The transfer function from Xl to height

Figure 4.2: Identification option one
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H 3 and wave height W3 , not showed in figure 4.2, are identical as from Xl to height H 2 and
wave height W2 because the platform is built symmetrical. By placing two tubes around
floats two and three (see figure 4.3.1) the waves generated by float one can't influence these
floats. There is no wave coupling. At this moment a model error is introduced. The wave
reflections will be different. By excitation of float one the relation of Xl to Hi, Wi, H 2

and H3 can be identificated. By generating of waves in the tub by hand the relation of WI
to HI to H2 and H3 can be derived. This is the same relation as W2 to H 2, HI and H 3.
For determing the relation Xl to W2 and W3 the floats are disconnected and placed as in
figure 4.3.2. The floats are connected to a cross which is put over the tub. The position

4.3.1: A 4.3.2: B

Movctlle
noat

Figure 4.3: Configurations used for identification option one

of the floats are identical as when the platform floats in the water. Two floats are fixed to
the cross and one float is movable in a vertical way. By excitation of this float by hand the
relation of Xl to W2 and W3 can be determined. An other modelling error is introduced.
When the waves in the tub meets a fixed float the wave will only be reflected. In reality,
the floats are not fixed, the waves move the float and they lose a part of their energy and
the reflections will decrease.

4.2 Identification option two

In identification option two the process is also described by the MIMO model. It will now be
seen as a black box. (see figure 4.4). By excitation of the inputs (Xl, X2 and X 3 ) a relation
between the inputs and the outputs (HI, H 2, H3, WI, W2 and W3) can be determined. The
wave heights WI, W2 and W2 are now outputs of the process. In a good designed controller
they can be used as a feedforward part in an LQG controller and as feedback part in an Hoo
controller for controlling the heights of the platform. The data selected in this option can
also be used to check the model derived in option one.
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Figure 4.4: Identification option two

4.3 Identification option three

In the third identification option the process is described by the three SISO models (see
fig 4.5). By excitation of the inputs Xa, X y and Xx a relation can be derived between the
inputs and the outputs (Hal H y and Hx). During the identification the wave coupling can
be identified into the model or seen as a disturbance. Using the relation between X I J X2

and X3 to WI, W2 and W3 and between WI, W2 and W3 to HI, H 2 and H3 identificated
by option one it can be validated if the wave coupling is seen as a disturbance or that it is
identified into the model during the identification process. In [HOG93] the wave coupling is
derived by an experiment and added to the identified model. For the relation between the
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~B Ha •

Xy
~E;]
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~
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H,
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Figure 4.5: Identification option three
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waves around the floats to the heights of the platform he used the identified relation between
the pillarheights and the heights of the platform. This could be done because the effective
mass (see equation 2.18) was neglected. So the wave coupling was seen as a disturbance
during the identification.
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Chapter 5

Experimental identification

In the previous chapter the process is described by three different options. With experimental
identification we are looking for a model that describes the process for each option. The
identification process consists of three phases:

• preparation

• estimation

• model selection and validation

In the preparation phase experiments will be designed based on a priori information. In the
estimation phase models will be estimated of the measured data using the software package
Matlab extended with the MIMO identification toolbox of H. Falkus [FAL94]. In the final
phase some of the estimated models will be selected, based on a criterium function, and they
will be validated if they describe the process in an accurate way.

5.1 Preparations

The process will be identified with input-output data generated by experiments. The input
for an experiment has to affect the whole dynamics of the platform. It has to be a rich
signal. Uniform distributed white noise affects each frequency in the whole nonlinear area.
Therefore uniform distributed white noise is used as input for the identification experiments.
The clock frequency and the amplitude of the uniform distributed white noise and the
sampling frequency of the process, during the experiments, is determined in this section.
Also the minimal duration of an experiment will be determined in this section. The used
sensors and actuators will be calibrated in the preparation phase to make sure that the
variables are measured in an accurate way.

5.1.1 A priori information of the process

For designing experiments by which we can identify the process some a priori information
of the process is needed. The bandwidth of the process and an impression of the noise
level is determined by an experiment. The bandwidth will be used to design the sampling
frequency (I.) of the process and the clock frequency (Ie) of the uniform distributed white
noise. By taking several step experiments, with different amplitudes, the linearity of the
process is examined. Together with the impression of the noise level the amplitude of the
uniform distributed white noise input can be determined. Also the largest time constant of
the process can be derived from the stepresponses. It will be used to calculate the minimal
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duration of the experiments.
An experiment is made where one float is excited by uniform distributed white noise with
a sampling and a clock frequency of 10 Hz (no analog filter is used). The variations in
the pillarheight has a maximum of 2 em. The power spectral density of the height changes
of the platform above the excited float is given in figure 5.1. As can be seen the process
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Figure 5.1: The power spectral density of the heightchanges above the excited float

has two main frequencies of 0.6 Hz and 1.1 Hz. Refered to the main frequencies the power
spectral density of the variations in the height HI above 1.5 Hz has a loss of20 a30 dB. This
indicates that the dynamics of the process lie in the area from 0 to 1.5 Hz. The sampling
frequency essentially needed for identification is 5 to 10 times higher than the bandwidth
of the process [BAC93] and is chosen on 10 Hz. During the experiments the sampling
frequency of the process is 100 Hz. With the 10 times oversampling there is bandwidth
enough to design a simple filter to reduce aliasing. Also a good estimation of the timedelay,
between the input(s) and the output(s) can be made by using cross correlation. Because
uniform distributed white noise is used as input the cross-correlation is a rough estimation of
the impulse response [BAC93]. The signals will also be filtered with a digital filter to reduce
redundancies in the recorded signals. A second order causal and a second order anti-causal
Butterworth filter with a bandwidth of 15 Hz are used. These filters don't affect frequencies
lower than 10 Hz and they don't introduce a phase shift. The signals will be decimated to
the requested frequency of 10 Hz by taking one of the ten samples.
The power spectral density above the 1.5 Hz is assumed to be caused by noise and aliasing.
The signal to noise ratio (SIN) of 20 dB is to smal for identification. Therefore during the
experiments the variations in the pillarheight have to be larger than 2 em. Also the measured
signals will be filtered by analog filters. For determining the maximum variations in the
pillarheight the linearity of the process is tested. One float is excited by several stepresponses
with different amplitudes (0.9, 1.8, 2.7 3.6, 4.5, 5.4 and 6.3 em). The heightchanges of the
platform above the excited float are given in figure 5.21. As can be seen the height vibrates
around an equilibrium with a main frequency of 0.6 Hz. It takes about 55 seconds before the
vibrations extinguish in a noise level. With the extra curve given in figure 5.2 the largest
time constant of the process is determined. After the steps are taken it takes about 20
seconds before the height above the excitated float is at ~ of his endvalue. The minimal

1 To give a good impression of the linearity the signals are given offsets such that their final values
correspond. The steps are made from above equilibrium to below equilibrium.
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Figure 5.2: The stepresponses of the platform

duration of an experiment should be at least 5 to 10 times the largest relevant time constant
of the process [BAC93]. The duration of the experiments is chosen on ten minutes. Nine
minutes will be used for identification and one minute will be used for validation.
The amplitude variations fluctuates as function of time. At certain moments, for example
at t=150 and at t=230 samples, the amplitude peak is larger than the previous peak(s).
This is caused by the reflected waves and by the second main frequency (1.1 Hz). After
three seconds the waves, reflected by the edge of the tub, contradicts the movements of the
platform. The variations in the height H l decreases. When the stepsize in the heightchanges
is larger than 5.5 cm saturation occurs.
During the identification, from the measured data, the process will be linearized around an
equilibrium. Therefore saturation must be avoided as much as possible. After 18 seconds
blurring occurs caused by the reflected waves and changes of the orientation of the platform
in the tub. During the measurements of the stepresponse a remarkable effect occured. When
the stepsize in the pillarheight is for example 2 cm the stepsize in the heightchanges above
the excited float is 3 cm. This is caused by the crooked orientation of the platform and is
verified by measurements. To avoid saturation the maximum variations in the pillarheight
are 3.6 cm. Comparing this to the demand of the signal to noise ratio (much larger than 2
cm) a compromise has to be found. The maximum stepsize in the pillarheight during the
experiments is chosen on 6 cm, because during the experiments the pillarheight will never
reach his endvalue (see 5.1.2) and the chance that the uniform distributed white noise is the
maximum value is very low.
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5.1.2 The choice of a "non-white" noise source conform to the po
sition feedback

During the experiments the input signal of the servo system has to affect all the dynamics
of the process. Therefore the uniform distributed white noise has to be smooth from 0 to
at least 1.5 Hz. By using the position feedback the servo system becomes slower. The
pillarheight change x decreases. Assuming that the disturbances of the waves stay the same
then the SIN ratio decreases. The variations in the pillarheight has to be enlarged for
achieving a better SiN ratio. This can be done by enlarging the amplitude of the uniform
distributed white noise for the servo system and by spreading out the noiseblock over more
than one sample. When saturation must be avoided the enlarging of the amplitude is
limitted. When the noiseblock is spread out over more than one sample then there arise
dips in the power spectral density of the uniform distributed white noise. At frequencies
where I. is a multiple of Ie the power spectral density will be equal to zero [VL090]. The
process will not be affected at those frequencies. By exciting one float with different clock
frequencies and to look at the spectra of the uniform distributed white noise and to the
spectra of one output (the height of the platform above the excited float) a decision can
be made which clock frequency will be used (see figure 5.3 and figure 5.4). The power
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Figure 5.3: The power spectral density of the uniform distributed white noise
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Figure 5.4: The power spectral density of the heightchanges above the excited float

spectral density of the uniform distributed white noise are as expected. There occur dips
at those frequencies where I. is a multiple of Ie and for low clock frequencies there is more
power in low frequencies. The dip in the power spectral density of the uniform distributed
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white noise for the clock frequency of 5 Hz a 2.5 Hz is so wide that it affects the power at
1.5 Hz. The power spectral density is no longer smooth from 0 to 1.5 Hz. This dip also
affects the power spectral density of the heightchanges above the excited float (see figure
5.4.3). In the power spectral density of the heightchanges above the excited float for a clock
frequency of 10 Hz there is less power for low frequencies than by a clock frequency of 5
Hz. This indicates that the height above the excited float doesn't has enough time to reach
his endvalue. Therefore the clock frequency of the uniform distributed white noise, for the
identification experiments, is chosen on 5 Hz.

5.1.3 Calibration of the used components

Before an experiment can be made the servo systems and the position feedbacks have to
be adjusted and the sensors have to be calibrated. On the servo amplifier it is possible to
adjust the offset of the motor and the rotation speed of the motor as function of the input.
The offset of the servo system is removed as much as possible and the rotation speed of the
motors are set equal. The variable resistors in the position feedback are adjusted to the
calculated values in appendix E. After this adjustment fine adjustment has to take place for
compensating the uncertaities in the used components. First the variable resistors R4 , for
each position feedback, in figure 3.9 are adjusted by placing the pillarheights 4 cm away from
their equilibrium (UADi = OV) and the voltages (UADd are set on 8.75 volt. Secondly the
variable resistors R2 are disconnected and the variable resistors R3 are adjusted by setting
the voltages USi on the same value when the voltages UADi are 8.75 volt. As third the
variable resistors R3 are disconnected and the variable resistors R2 are adjusted by setting
the voltages USi on the same value when the voltages UDAi are 4 volt. The heightsensors
are calibrated by taking two measurements in the linear area. The platform is placed on
the bottom of the empty tub. A weight of 50 kg on top of the platform prevents that
the platform is going to float. The filling of the tub with water is stopped twimes for
taking two measurements. The waterheight in the tub and the outputs of all the sensors are
measured when all the sensors are at least 2 cm in the water and when the heightsensors,
connected to the floats, are almost completely in the water. The amplification factors for
each heightsensor can be calculated now. The weight on top of the platform is taken away
so the platform floats in the water. Three buckets, for the absolute height measurements,
are connected to the bottom of the tub. The platform is connected with elastics to the tub
preventing that the platform drifts away against the tub. The power is switched on and the
platform is controlled by the position feedbacks. When the inputs for each servo system are
equal the platform has to lie horizontal. This is realized by adjustment of the lenght of the
strings (see figure 3.7). And finally a weight, representing the weight of the crane and of
the load, is connected on the middle of the platform. The process will now be linearized in
the same nonlinear area as when the crane and the load are connected to the platform. The
platform is now ready for experiments.

5.2 Estimation

A model of the process based on the observed input-output data, made by experiments, is
estimated using the MIMO identification toolbox of H. Falkus [FAL94]. The identification
problem for a specific model structure, e.g. the minimal polynomial form, is solved by
minimizing the prediction error. These specific model structures are derived from a general
model structure:

(
-1 Bil(Z-l) Binu(z-l) Cii(z-l)~

A z )Yk,i = F(Z-l) Uk-nk,l,l + ... + F(Z-l) Uk-nk,,,,,,nu + D(Z-l) '::'k,i

where Y E RNxny , U E RNxnu , ::: E RNxny
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It describes the input/output data and the independent white noise sequences for N data
samples of a multivariable system with nu inputs and ny outputs. The used polynomials
are defined as:

A(Z-I) 1 + alz-1 + .... + anaz- na

B ( -1) b +b -1+ +b -nb·+lij Z ij,1 ij,2Z .... ij,nb,jZ 'J

C ( -1) 1+ -1 + + -nc··ii Z Cii,I Z Cii,nc;;Z ..

D( Z-l) 1 + d1z- 1 + + dndz- nd

F(Z-I) 1 + ftz-l + + fnjz-n j

The polynomial F(z-I) is like A(z-I) and D(z-l) a scalar polynomial instead of a matrix
polynomial like B(z-l) and C(z-l) because then the transfer functions between each input
and each output will have the same denominator. Each output of the process then depends
of all the states estimated by the model. The estimated model will be given by the parameter
vector 0 f ~ne defined by:

0= [al ...ana bll,l ... bll,nb ll bI2,1 ...bnynu,nbnyn" Cll,I",Cll,nclI: C22,1 ...Cnyny,nCnyny

dl ...dnd ft .. .fnjf (5.3)

It consists of all the polynomial coefficients of equation 5.1. As a criterion funtion for the
minimal polynomial approach the normalized loss function is used:

1 T
VE (0) = Nv EvEv

The prediction error Ev for multivariable systems is obtained in a vector form:

(5.4)

Ev =Yv - Yv where Yv

Yv

measured output(s) (5.5)

output(s), estimated with the model

When one output is larger than the other outputs the prediction error of this output will also
be larger than the others. During the parameter estimation this output will be emphasised.
Therefore the outputs have to be scaled in such a way that all the standard deviations of the
outputs are equal. This ensures that the prediction errors are equally wheighted during the
parameter optimalization. As model structure the Output Error structure has been adopted
by selecting the polynomials Band F in the general model structure. This model structure
is suitable for long horizon controller design and obtains a white output error. Finding a
solution, using the Output Error model structure, for the considered data results in a pseudo
linear regression optimalization:

Yv(0) = ~(0)0 (5.6)

The variable ~(0) in equation 5.6 is described in [FAL94] and is a function of the parameter
vector 0. Pseudo linear regression optimalisation has the property that convergence will be
achieved to a local minimum of the criterion function VE(0). Nothing guarantees that this
local minimum is also a global minimum. Therefore the parameter estimates can depend
highly on the initial estimates of the parameters. When a model is estimated using the
MIMO identification toolbox an initial estimates of the parameters can be given. The initial
estimates of the parameters are found by using a high order ARX model. In an ARX model
structure the polynomials A and B are selected in the general model structure. A high order
ARX model has the property that it converges to the true system as the number of data
tends to infinity [FAL94]. It has a linear regression form:

Yv(0) =~0 (5.7)

It is of course desirable to reduce this high order model to a lower order model within the
selected Output Error structure, using the Steiglitz McBride method.
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5.3 Model selection and validation

Several models with different process orders are estimated, for each data set, using the
parameter estimation described in the previous section. To make a choice which estimated
model is a good representative of the selected data a selection criterium and several validation
critera are used.

5.3.1 Model selection

For each data set a few models with different process orders will be selected. The process
order should not be selected to low because then not all the dynamics of the process can
be described. It should not be selected to high because then not only the process dynamics
are modelled but also a specific noise contribution in the data set. The model would not
be adequate for another data set for the same process. The process order selection is based
on the loss function. It is the same criterium as during the parameter optimalization. The
loss function should tend to a minimum value for an increasing process order. Increasing
the process order beyond certain process order the loss function will slowly decrease. Higher
process orders will not add quality to the model. Therefore those models are selected where
the loss function will slowly decrease for increasing process orders.
The outputs of the process will not react instantly on the changes on the changes of the
input(s). For strictly proper systems, like the platform, there will always be a time delay (Td)
between the inputs and the outputs of at least one sample. A time delay (Td) means that the
first Td samples of the impulse response are zero. This time delay could be included in the
model, meaning that the first Td coefficients of the estimated B-polynomial will almost be
equal to zero. It is better to determine the time delays between the inputs and the outputs
seperatly and correct the signals accordingly by shifting the measured signals. For a process
with nu inputs and ny outputs nu * ny delays can be found. Because (nu+ny) signals are
available only (nu+ny-l) time delays can be compensated. The remaining time delays have
to be included in the model during the parameter estimation. The time delays between
the inputs and the outputs will be determined by looking at the cross correlation. Because
uniform distributed white noise is used as input the cross correlation is a rough estimation
of the impulse response. The time delays are determined by looking at the cross correlation
and observing the first significant point where the correlation differs significantly from zero.

5.3.2 Validation

The correctness of the selected models will be validated by objective and subjective valida
tion techniques. With objective validation techniques the residuals will be examined. The
residuals are those part of the data set that are not explained by the model. If the model is
estimated correctly the residuals should have two properties:

• it should be a white noise signal, meaning that the auto correlation of the residuals
asymptotically converges in distribution to a dirac funtion. If the auto correlation, of
the residuals, lies within the confidence region of 95% the model will be accepted.

• it should be independent of the inputs, meaning that the cross correlation between
the excitated input(s) and the residuals of each output should be a white noise signal.
The model will be accepted if the cross correlation lies within the confidence region of
95%.

To use these validation techniques the influence of the reflected waves and the changes of
the orientation of the platform in the tub has to be a white noise signal. This means that
the impulse response should extinguish after 55 seconds (length of the stepresponse). If
this is not the case the influences are not white so the duration of an experiment should be
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enlarged. This can be verified by the cross correlation between the input(s) and the outputs
of a experiment. These cross correlations are a rough estimation of the impulse response
because uniform distributed white noise is used as input.
With subjective validation techniques the simulated outputs will be compared with the
measured outputs for a different data set of the same part of the process. It is a subjective
validation technique because the vality of the model depends on the user.
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Chapter 6

Results

The platform can be identified in several ways based on the different options described in
chapter four. The results, so far, for the different identification options will be compared to
each other in this section. Identification option two and three are supposed to be executed
in two steps. First the dynamics of a SIMO system are estimated by exciting one input
of the process with the designed uniform distributed white noise. There will be seen if the
process can be described by a low order model and if there is a cross-coupling (dynamical and
wave coupling) between the input and the outputs. Secondly the dynamics of the complete
process have to be estimated by exciting the three inputs with uniform distributed white
nOise.
With the results of identification option two it can be seen if the transfer functions between
each input to the outputs are equal. This means that the platform is built symmetrical
and that the platform is orientation independent in the square tub. With the results of
identification option three can be seen if the process can be described by the three SISO
systems. Meaning that the cross couplings are neglectably small. In this chapter first the
results of identification options two and three are discussed and afterwards the results of
identification option one.
The MIMO identification toolbox, used for the estimation of the transfer functions, creates
space in the extended memory of the used computer, depending on the number of the used
inputs and outputs. The orders of the high order ARX models, used for the initial estimates
of the parameter vector e, are limited. The maximum order of the high order ARX model
for a SIMO (1 input, 6 outputs) model and a MIMO (3 inputs, 6 outputs) model are
respectively 40 and 15. This is very low compared to the length of the stepresponse (550
samples). It means that only the first 40 (respectively 15) samples of the impulse response
are fit (asymptotically) exactly, so there is less ample possibility to fit the several resonance
frequencies.
Before the results of the different identification options are discussed the transfer functions
of the servo systems, combined with the position feedback, are determined. With these
transfer functions it is easier to see which poles (and zeros) are caused by the servo systems
and which poles and zeros are caused by the dynamics of the platform in the complete
transfer functions.
The outputs of the process will almost immediately react on the inputs of the process.
Therefore the timedelays will not be corrected by shifting the measured signals. If present
they will be included in the estimated models.
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6.1 The servo system

The pillarheights are controlled by the servo systems, combined with the position feedbacks,
during the identification experiments. The transfer functions (H.) from each input of the
servo system to the matching pillarheight should be equal. These transfer functions are
derived experimentally from the measured data. A model, estimated with the MIMO iden
tification toolbox, is represented with the parameter vector 0. This variable is transformed
to the more understandable poles and zeros in Z-domain. The poles and zeros of the servo
systems are given in table 6.1. The transfer functions of the servo systems are almost equal.

Table 6.1: Poles and zero of the servo systems

servo system poles zero
1 0.698 -0.830

0.001
2 0.737 -0.743

0.022
3 0.690 -0.781

0.006

Only servo system two is slightly different than the others. This could be caused by not
finding the actual minimum through the noise on the measured signals because the value
of the loss function for servo system two is larger than the loss function of the other servo
systems. The pole near the origin represent the not compensated timedelay of one sample
of the strictly proper system. The other pole represent the time constant of the servo sys
tem. The time constant can be calculated with T = -/,,;p) (where T is the sampling time
and p the pole) and results for servo system 1,2 and 3 in respectively 0.28, 0.33 and 0.27
seconds. They correspond with the calculated time constant of 0.29 seconds established by
the variable resistors in the position feedback (see appendix E).

6.2 Identification option two

In identification option two the process is seen as a black box. The inputs U1 , U2 and Ua
of the servo systems are the inputs of the process and the heights H 1, H2 and Ha and the
wave heights W1, W2 and Wa are the outputs of the process. A SIMa experiment is made
where float one is excited by the uniform distributed white noise. A rough estimation of the
impulse response is derived by looking at the cross correlations between the excited input
and the outputs. The cross correlations between the input U1 and the outputs H 1 and W1

are given in respectively figure 6.1 and figure 6.2 1• The input U1 has the strongest relation
with output H 1 in the first 90 samples. The amplitude variations as function of time are, for
the first 180 samples, almost the same as the variations in the stepresponse (see figure 5.2).
For certain timedelays, for example at td is 30 and 100 samples, the amplitude peaks in the
cross correlations are smaller than the peaks in their neighbourhood. This effect is structural
and is caused by the reflected waves. It looks like the influence of the waves can be split
in a structural and a nonstructural part. The structural part of the waves will be included
in the estimated models. After 550 samples, the length of the stepresponse, the correlation
between the input U1 and the output H1 almost extinguishes within the uncertainty bounds.
The duration of the experiments is taken long enough to see the changes of the orientation

1 Cross correlations to the outputs H2 and H3 are like the cross correlations to the output H 1 and the
cross correlations to the outputs W2 and W3 are like the cross correlations to the output W1 •
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Figure 6.1: Cross correlation between the input UI and output HI

of the platform in the tub and the nonstructural part of the waves as a noise signal. The
main difference with the correlations between the input Ul and the other heights (H2 and
H3 ) is that the first amplitude peak is negative correlated, caused by the rotation of the
platform around the y-axis. The cross correlation between input UI and waveheight WI has
a very random structure. It looks like a noise signal and it will be hard to derive a model
between input Ul and the outputs WI, W2 and W3 .

Before a linear model will be estimated the linearity of the process is tested. The property
of a linear process is that the superposition principle is valid. The uniform distributed
white noise, used for the experiments, can be seen as a sequence of steps. The amplitude
of the step at sample k is U(k)-U(k-1). The output of a linear process can be calculated
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Figure 6.2: Cross correlation between the input Ul and output WI
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by superimposing all the responses of the steps, made by the uniform distributed white
noise. This is simular to the convolution between the stepresponse (see figure 5.2) and the
step sequences made by the uniform distributed white noise. The measured and calculated
output are given in figure 6.3 As can be seen the calculated signal, by the convolution, can't
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Figure 6.3: Measured and simulated, by convolution, outputs

simulate the measured output. Concluding that the platform disturbed by the waves is a
nonlinear process.
Although the process is nonlinear several linear models are estimated between the input
and all the outputs. During the estimations no appropriate model could be found for the
measured wave heights. Although the waves have a structural influence on the height this
structure is not identified. This might be due to the fact that three heightsensors around the
floats are not enough to measure the average waveheight. This can be verified by deriving
an indication of the maximum frequency of the waves which can be measured by the three
heightsensors around the floats. The minimal wave length which can be measured around
the circumference of the float, using the Nyquist frequency, is 4;r (see figure 6.4). Using the
knowledge that the wave fronts move with a propagation speed Vw of about 0.50 mls the
maximum frequency, which can be measured by the three sensors, can be calculated with:

3Vw
fmaz: =-4

1f'r
(6.1)

and results in 0.6 Hz. This calculated frequency indicates that three sensors around each
float are not capable to measure wave disturbances with frequencies higher than 0.6 Hz.
Although the waves don't move in a circular way around the floats. For a better perfor
mance first the band of the waves has to be derived and secondly an adequate number of
heightsensors have to be placed around the floats.
The model estimations are repeated with only the heights as output. The model order is
selected by comparing the loss functions. The order should not be selected to high because
then also a part of a noise contribution would be modelled. In the loss functions (see figure
6.5) four clear edges can be detected, for a third, fifth, seventh and a nineth order model. As
the physical model, derived in chapter two, indicates an order five (because of the symmetric
excitation) the estimated models with order five and seven are selected.
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Figure 6.4: The maximum wave frequency which can be measured

For objective validation the residuals of the selected models are examined. The auto corre
lations of the residuals for each output are given in figure 6.6, the cross correlations between
the excited input and the residual for each output are given in figure 6.7 and the power
spectral density of the residuals are given in figure 6.8. The auto correlations of the resid
uals don't stay within the uncertainty bounds. The correlations of the seventh order model
are less than of the fifth order model. This indicates that the seventh order model is better
than the fifth order model. The relations in the residuals are as espected because the output
error structure is used for model estimation, so the residuals reflect the wave effects. The
whiteness test of the residuals with auto correlations is only meaningful if a noise model is
estimated [B0594]. Therefore validation of the estimated models for the other experiments
will not be discussed.
From the cross correlations it can be seen that there is still information left in the residuals
which is not explained by the model, especially at a zero time lag. This is caused by a
parasitic cross coupling between the excitation of the servo systems and the measurements.
When the inputs are strongly excited there arises a smal peak on the measurements. By
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Figure 6.5: Loss functions
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comparing the cross correlations for both models can be seen that the cross corelations for
a fifth order model stay better within the uncertainty bounds. For both models the cross
correlations to output HI are more white than to the other outputs (H2 and H 3 ). This indi
cates that the estimated models describe the measured output HI better than the measured
outputs H 2 and H3 as function of the input UI •

In the power spectral density of the residuals can be seen that the main power of the residuals
lie between 0.4 Hz and 1.3 Hz. Indicating that most of the dynamics for low frequensies are
modelled and that not all the dynamics in the neighbourhood of the resonance frequencies
of the total process are modelled. The main power in the residuals can be explained by
the influences of static waves generated by the floats. The float, excitated with frequencies
between 0 and 5 Hz, just can generate static waves in the tub with propagation frequencies
between 0.4 Hz and 1.3 Hz. A wave front, caused by the movements of a float, runs away
from the float and returns, after reflection by the edges of the tub, and smaches on the
floats. The process is then disturbed by waves with frequencies between 0.4 Hz and 1.2 Hz.
The main difference between the power spectral density of the residuals for both models is
that the seventh order model reduces the largest peak in the power spectral density of the
residuals for the fifth order model at a frequency of 0.45 Hz.
Cross validations are used as subjective validation technique for testing the estimated mod
els. The outputs HI, H 2 and H 3 are predicted with the estimated models as function of
the excited input UI for a different data set for the same part of the process. The predicted
outputs for both models together with the measured outputs are given in figure 6.9 As can
be seen most of the time the simulated output HI, for both models, can follow the measured
output HI quite well. But at certain points (t=25, 55 and 80 samples) the simulated outputs
don't correspond with the measured output. This is probably caused by the waves which
are not explained by the estimated models. The simulated outputs H 2 and H3 can't follow
the measured outputs H 2 and H 3 very all, except for the first 15 samples. Although the
frequency is estimated accordingly the amplitudes are not estimated correctly. These part of
the estimated models are not suitable to predict the outputs H2 and H3 as function of input
UI (cross-coupling). Comparing the simulated outputs for both models can be concluded
that the estimated model with order seven performs not much better than the fifth order
model. The fifth order model should be selected. The measured outputs H2 and H3 are
simular. This is not remarkable because floats two and three lie symmetrical in the square
tub (see figure 4.3.2). The disturbances of the waves, mostly generated with float one, will
arrive at both floats at the same time (also the reflected waves).
The poles and zeros of the fifth and seventh order estimated models are seen in figure 6.10
and given in table 6.2. Also the matching frequencies of the poles are added in the table.
In both estimated models there is a pole on the real axis representing the pole of the servo
system. All the other poles lie just inside the unity circle, meaning that the damping of
the process is very low. Namely it takes about 55 seconds, corresponding to 550 samples,
before the effect of the stepresponse extinguishes (see figure 5.2). For the fifth order model
the frequencies, corresponding to the poles, are 0.594 Hz and 1.016 Hz. They correspond
with the main frequencies of the process (see figure 5.4.2). The seventh order model adds
two poles and two zeros, on top of the poles, to the fifth order model. The other poles are
almost equal. The added poles correspond with a frequency of 0.458 Hz and reduces the
main power in the power spectral density of the residuals of the fifth order model (see figure
6.8). The zeros in the transfer functions from input UI to output HI, for both models,
lie within the unity circle. In the other transfer functions some zeros lie outside the unity
circle. These are non-minimum phase zeros which will limit the bandwidth of the controlled
process. But these transfer functions are not estimated properly and therefore not suitable
to describing the process (see figure 6.9). Looking more closely to the transfer functions
from input UI to output HI, for both models, a question arises. Why does the identification
toolbox adds two poles, corresponding with a frequency of 0.456 Hz, to the fifth order model
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Table 6.2: Poles and zeros of the fifth and seventh order model

order model to output zeros
1 0.715 ± 0.6871,

0.868 ± 0.4751
5 2 0.611 ± 0.4711

1.471 ± 1.1691
3 0.663 ± 0.4421

1.250 ± 0.8281
0.699 ± 0.7051

1 0.858 ± 0.4821
0.952 ± 0.2921
0.508 ± 0.6501

7 2 0.953 ± 0.2971
-1.27

0.2.239
0.469 ± 0.4611

3 0.947 ± 0.2971
1.450 ± 1.6191

poles frequency (Hz)
0.796 ± 0.5901 1.015

5 0.913 ± 0.3611 0.599
0.801 0

0.795 ± 0.5901 1.016
7 0.915 ± 0.3581 0.594

0.953 ± 0.2821 0.458
0.757 0
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when a seventh order model is estimated? In other words where does the power in the power
spectral density of the residuals for the fifth order model at a frequency of 0.458 come from?
This can be explained by comparing the simulated stepresponses, for both models, to the
measured steprespons. The measured stepresponces and the simulated stepresponses, by
the fifth and seventh order model, are given in respectively figure 6.11 and figure 6.12.

stepresponses Input 1 to output 1 (order 5)
41'"""i"----,----..___'--'----,---'--~..___'--'--.....,....-'---____;~--.....,....--____.

3

2

o

-1

-20:;--------;::S:;;0-----=-:10~0::------=-:1S~0::----2::::0~0::---~2::::S~0::----30:::*::0::---~3::::S~0::----4-:-:!00
samples (10 samples's 1 second)

Figure 6.11: Stepresponses measured and estimated with the fifth order model

stepresponses Input 1 to output 1 (order 7)
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sample. (10 samples Is 1 second)

Figure 6.12: Stepresponses measured and estimated with the seventh order model

The simulated amplitude peaks are not as large as the measured peaks, indicating that the
actual damping of the process is even worse than the damping denoted in figure 6.10. The
measured amplitude peak variations as function of time, caused by the reflected waves, are
several times (t=:45, 110, 170 etc) smaller than the amplitude peaks in their neighbourhood.
This influence repeats with an interval of 6.5 seconds corresponding with a frequency of 0.15
Hz. These amplitude variations are best simulated by the seventh order model by adding
two poles corresponding with a frequency of 0.458 Hz. The frequency of 0.15 Hz floats then
between the frequencies of 0.594 Hz and 0.458 Hz. Concluding that the fifth order model
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tries to describe the dynamics of the platform and the seventh order model tries to describe
the dynamics of the platform and also the structural part of the wave disturbances.

Also SIMO experiments are made where float two and float three are excited with the same
uniform distributed white noise. The results of both experiments are given in respectively
appendix F and appendix G. The loss functions, of the SIMO experiment where float two
is excited, increases twice when the order of the model increases. The identification toolbox
couldn't find the minimum for the fifth and seventh order model. Therefore the sixth and
the eighth order models are selected for validation. The loss functions, of the SIMO experi
ment where float three is excited, have a clear edge for a sixth and eighth order model. Also
for this experiment the sixth and eighth order models are selected for validation. The cross
correlations between the excited input and the residuals of the output are also strongest
related at a zero time lag and they don't stay completely within the uncertainty bounds. In
the power spectral density of the residuals of the outputs most power lie at two frequencies
(0.6 Hz and 1.0 Hz), the resonance frequencies of the process. In the cross validations can
be seen that also by these experiments the best simulations are achieved by the height above
the excited float. If the platform is orientation independent in the square tub the heights
above the excited floats should respond simular, because the same uniform distributed white
noise is used for each experiment. The measured heights H 2 and H 3 when respectively U2

and U3 are excited are simular. They lie symmetrical in the square tub (see figure 4.3.2).
But they don't look like the measured height HI when input U1 is excited. The waves will
be reflected in another way by the edges of the tub, which have a major influence on the
process. Also the heights, not above the excited float, do not respond simularly which is
also caused by the different wave reflections. The estimated poles of the dynamics of the
platform lie close to each other just inside the unity circle. For all the estimated models
no poles, corresponding with a frequency of about 1 Hz, is found. These frequencies are
compensated by a floating frequency with tllt estimated frequencies of the models.

Concluding remarks
Comparing the results of the three SIMO experiments can be concluded that the reflected
waves have a major influence on the platform. Therefore the platform is orientation depen
dent in the square tub. Estimating a linear model of the platform is complicated by the
nonlinear disturbances of the waves.
The waves introduce a structural influence on the amplitude variations with a frequency
of 0.15 Hz. This structural part is best modelled by the seventh order model by using a
floating frequency. The fifth order model tries to describe the dynamics of the platform
and the seventh order model tries to describe the dynamics of the platform and also the
structural part of the waves.

During the MIMO experiment an unpleasant effect occured. The coupling between the
exciting of the servo systems and the measured signals was to high. Every time when the
three inputs of the servo systems are excited there arise major peaks on the measured sig
nals depending on the amplitude of the generated steps. This results in a high power in
the measured signals at half the sampling frequency. These experiments are not suitable for
identification and could not be done.

6.3 Identification option three

In identification option three the platform is described by the three SISO systems, repre
senting the average height, the rotation around the negative y-axis and the rotation around
the positive x-axis. The signals Ua , Uy and U., are the inputs of the process and the signals
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Ha, Hy and Hz are the outputs of the process2 . Although the platform is described by the
three SISO systems three SIMO experiments are made where Ua , Uy and Uz are excited
seperately. By estimation of a model between the excited input and the three outputs can
be seen if there is a wave-coupling. In this section the results of the SIMO experiment where
the input Ua is excited will be given. Although the results of the other two experiments are
even interesting they are given in appendix H and in appendix I.

In the loss functions (see figure 6.13) there are two clear edges for a third and seventh
order model. Although a seventh order model is high compared with the expected third
order, derived in chapter two, it is also chosen for validation. The objective validations

Output Error (d4)
'0' ,---r-----,----.--..-----.....---'-----,----.,.-----...,....----,

,O-\'-----~2--~3----'4--~5----;6,......-~7---'8'---~g---,',0

model order

Figure 6.13: Loss functions

techniques, the cross correlations between the input Ua and the residuals of the outputs and
the power spectral density of the residuals are given in respectively figure 6.14 and figure
6.15. Due to the parasatic cross coupling between the excitation and measurements the
cross correlations are again mostly correlated at a zero time lag. The cross correlations
to the residuals of the output Ha, for both models, stay's almost within the uncertainty
bounds. Nothing can be said about the other cross correlation. If there is no relation be
tween input Ua and the outputs Hy and Hz, as expected, the cross correlations will also be
white and stay within the uncertainty bounds. In the power spectral density of the residuals
for the third order model can be seen that most of the power lies for output Ha around
the 1.0 Hz and for the output Hy between 0.4 Hz and 1.0 Hz and for Hz around the 0.6
Hz. The seventh order model reduces the power in the residuals for outputs H a and H y

for a frequency of 1.0 Hz. The power in the residuals for output Hz is simular as for the
third order model. This means that the seventh order model finds a correlation between the
input Ua and the output H y which was not expected. It can be explained by the different
durations before the reflected waves arrives at the floats. By exciting input Ua all the floats
will be excited simular. Float one lies closest to the edge of the tub (see figure 6.16). The
wave front, generated by float one, returns back at float one, after reflection against the tub,
before the wave fronts generated by floats two and three are returning. The platform will
then rotate around the y-axis. No correlation is found with output Hz because the platform
lies symmetrical around the x-axis in the square tub. All the reflected wave fronts will arrive
at the same time and have no influece on the rotation of the platform around the x-axis.

2The waveheights are also not used as outputs of the process.
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Figure 6.14: Cross correlations between the input and the residuals
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y-axis

Figure 6.16: The reflections of the waves in the tub

This effect is verified by looking at the subjective validation technique the cross validation
(see figure 6.17)3. The third order model can simulate most parts of the measured output
Ha • It can't simulate the other two outputs (Hy and H",). The seventh order model can
simulate the measured output H a better than the third order model and also some parts of
the measured output Hy . The poles and zeros, of both models, are seen in figure 6.18 and
given in table 6.3. The third order model has a pole on the real axis representing the pole
of the servo system and two poles just inside the unity circle.

The corresponding frequency of these poles is 1.016 Hz. All the zeros of the third order
model, to all the outputs, lie just outside the unity circle near the poles. The seventh order
model adds four poles with four zeros, on top of the poles, to the third order model. The
added poles correspond with the frequencies of 0.922 Hz and 0.604 Hz. The poles, repre
senting the frequencies of 0.604 Hz and 1.016 Hz, were also found by the SIMO experiment
described in the previous section. This leads to the conclusion that the resonance frequency
of the average height is 1.016 Hz and that the resonance frequency of the rotation around
the y-axis is 0.604 Hz. The found frequency of 0.922 Hz is related to the structural part of
the waves. The propagation frequency of the waves could be the found frequency of 0.922
Hz but also a frequency which floats between the frequency of 0.922 Hz and another found
frequency (0.60 Hz or 1.016 Hz).

The results of the SIMO experiment where input Uy is excited is given in appendix H.
In the loss functions there are several clear edges. Using the knowledge, derived in chapter
two, the models with order three and order five are selected. In the cross correlations be
tween the input Uy and the residuals of the output can be seen that there is still information
left in the residuals, for both models. The cross correlation for the third order model stays
within the uncertainty bounds except for a zero time lag and the cross correlation for the

3 The amplitude of the unform distributed white noise in this part of the experiment is very low. Therefore
the amplitude variations in the output H" is not extremely larger than the other outputs.
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Table 6.3: poles and zero of the third and seventh order model

order model to output zero
1 0.721 ± 0.7151

3 2 0.850 ± 0.5681
3 0.821 ± 0.5901

0.683 ± 0.7171
1 0.831 ± 0.5521

0.878 ± 0.3481
0.769 ± 0.5791

7 2 0.883 ± 0.5291
1.052 ± 0.6631
0.803 ± 0.5901

3 0.840 ± 0.5481
1.122 ± 0.6081

poles frequency (Hz)
3 0.800 ± 0.5921 1.016

0.802 0
0.798 ± 0.5921 1.015

7 0.834 ± 0.5461 0.922
0.890 ± 0.3551 0.604

0.801 0

fifth order model doesn't stay completely within the uncertainty bounds. The main power
in the power spectral desity of the residuals for each output lies at the same frequency area
as by the SIMO experiment where Ua is excited. By adding two orders to the third order
model only the main power in the power spectral density of the output H y is decreased.
No inprovement is found in the cross correlations between the input Uy and the residuals
of the outputs H a and H x . Meaning that no extra information of the relfleeted waves can
be modelled. In the cross validations can be seen that the simulated output Hy , for both
models, can follow the measured output H y quite well. Also the general structure of the
measured output H x can be simulated for both models. The influence of the reflected waves
are already included in the third order model. This explains why no improvement is found
in the cross correlation between the excited input Uy and the residuals of output Hx . The
output Ha can't be simulated at all for both models. No relation is found between Uy and
Ha' The estimated poles of the dynamics of the process of the third order model lie close to
the unity circle and correspond with a freqeuncy of 0.60 Hz. The fifth order model adds two
poles with two zeros, on top of the poles, corresponding to a frequency of 0.46 Hz. These
frequencies are also found by the SIMO experiment where input U1 is excited. This leads
to the conclusion that the resonance frequency for the rotation around the negative y-axis
is 0.60 Hz and that the floating frequency between 0.60 Hz and 0.46 Hz is used to describe
the reflected waves.

The results of the SIMO experiment where input Ux is excited is given in appendix I. The
seventh order model needs a seventh order model to find an appropriate relation between
the input Ux and the outputs H a, H y and H x although just a third order model is expected.
Therefore also a third order model and a fifth order model are selected for validation. In
the cross correlations between the excited input Ux and the output Hx for the estimated
models stays within the uncertainty bounds except for a zero time lag. By adding two and
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four poles to the third order model only the main power in the power spectral density of
output H x is decreased. This indicates that not one specific frequency around the 0.50
Hz is found for modelling the structural part of the waves. The measured output H x can
be simulated by the three models accordingly, where the seventh order model has the best
performance. Although the data of this experiment is processed the same as the data of the
other experiments there is an delay between the measured and the simulated H x . This delay
is gradually compensated for higher orders. Also the general variations of the output H y

can be simulated by the three models. The estimated poles of the dynamics of the process
lie close to each other just inside the unity circle. The poles in the third order model corre
sponds with a frequency of 0.66 Hz. The fifth and seventh order models adds respectively
two and four poles and respectively two and four zeros, on top of the poles, corresponding
with frequencies of 0.56 Hz and 0.45 Hz. This indicates that for modelling the structural
part of the waves at least four poles are needed which correspond with frequencies near the
main frequency of the rotation around the x-axis, found with the third order model (0.66 Hz).

Concluding remarks
Comparing the results of the three SIMO experiments leads to the conclusion that each SISO
subsystem can be described by a low order model. There is also a wave coupling between
the input Uy and the output Hx and the other way around and between the input Ua and
the output H y •

The MIMO experiment could not be done because it uses the same data as the MIMO
experiment described in the previous chapter.

6.4 Identification option one

In identification option three the process is described by the MIMO model. All the transfer
functions in figure 4.2 have to be derived. Unfortunately by lack of time this option could
not be elaborated. Some results conform this identification option are briefly discussed in
this section.
An experiment is made where the floats are placed as in configuration two (see figure 4.3.2).
Float one is excited with a step of 12 cm downwards. The wave height around float two is
measured and is given in figure 6.19. The step made on sample 65, by float one, does the
waterlevel rise in the tub with 0.5 cm. Indicating that the factor 17 in equation 2.11 is not
small. The fluctuations in the measured wave heigh variates 0.8 cm when the step is taken.
Although it looks random there is a certain structure. The positive peaks repeats with an
interval of 2 seconds corresponding with a frequency of 0.5 Hz. So far no identification
techniques are used for this data.

Also an experiment is made where waves are generated by hand in the neighbourhood of
float one, when the platform floats in the tub. The waves WI, W2 and W3 are the inputs of
the process and the heights HI, H 2 and H3 are the outputs of the process. Only a good rela
tion could be found, using the identification toolbox, with the height of the platform above
float one. The generated waves have the most random structure in the neighbourhood of
the float one what is essential for identification.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and
recommendations

The dynamics of the platform can be described by two different representations. Three SISO
models or a MIMO model. Based on these two different model representations there are
three different options how a model of the platform can be estimated. Two of these three
identification options are elaborated and lead to the same conclusions: the damping of the
platform is very low and the waves in the tub have a major influence on the platform. Due
to these properties it is difficult to estimate an appropriate linear model representing the
dynamics of the platform.

The estimated models represented by the SISO description are of a lower order than the
estimated models represented by the MIMO description. They are simular to the orders de
rived with the physical derivations. Due to the influence of the nonlinear wave disturbances
the platform is orientation dependent in the square tub. These waves have a structural
influence on the amplitude variations of the measured heights. This structural part is best
modelled when the estimated model is two orders higher than the expected order, derived
by the physical derivations. This model uses a floating frequency to describe the structural
part of the waves.

Due to the influence of the waves there is a cross-coupling between the three SISO mod
els. Also the transfer functions between each input to the outputs of the estimated models,
described by the MIMO representation, are not simular, which was expected by the sym
metrical construction of the platform. These estimated models can't describe the dynamical
coupling completely.

There is no relation found refered to the measured waveheights. Three sensors around
the floats are not enough to measure the influences of the waves. It is therefore advis
able to use more sensors or to measure the wave disturbances in another way. Some other
recommendations for achieving a better model of the dynamics of the platform:

• identify the dynamics of the platform and also the influences of the waves to the
platform in a larger tub and control the platform in the current tub.

• enlarge the damping of the platform by a mechanical solution, for example by adding
a bulk float in the centre, or enlarge the damping of the waves at the tub walls.

• relate the influence of the waveheight to the buoyancy force on the floats refered to
the depth of the floats in the water and relate the point of impact of the buoyancy
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force to the orientation of the float in the water .

• remove the parasitic cross-coupling between the excitation of the servo systems and
the measurements.

• investigate the energy stream, generated by the servo systems and absorbed by the
waves and by the movements of the platform.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the three SISO
Models

• The average height

~MpS2[HI + H2 + H3] = [s2 M f + sDj + Kj][X I - HI + ~2 - H2 + X3 - H3]

+[sDj + Kj][WWhI + Wwh2 + Wwh3] + Da

[HI + H2 + H3][s2(~Mp + Mfl + sDj + Kjl =
[s2 M f + sDj + Kj][XI + X2 + X3] + [sDj + Kj][WwhI + WWh2 + Wwh3 ]+ Da

[HI + H2 + H3] =
[s2 Mf + sDj + Kj][X1 + X2 + X3] + [sDj + Kj][WwhI + Wwh2 + Wwh3 ]+ Da

=
[s2(tMp + Mfl + sDj + Kjl

M.:3Mj [s2 M f + sDj + Kj][XI + X2 + X3] + M.':3Mj [sDf + KjHWwhI + Wwh2 + Wwh3 ]+ M.:3Mj Da
=

[s2 + (M.;3Mj )(sDf + Kjl]

A[s2Mf + sDj + KjHXI + X2 + X3]+ A[sDj + KjHWwhI + Wwh2 + Wwh3 ]+ A· Da= (A.ll
[s2 + A(sDj + Kj l]

• Rotation around the y-axis

2 1 1S [HI - -H2 - -H3]
2 2

3£2 [[ 2 I "][ 1 1 1XI]-J s Mf+sDf+/\f X I - HI-- X2+-H2-- 3+-H3
2 y 2 2 2 2

+[sDj + Kj][WWhI - ~WWh2 - ~WWh3] + Dy]

1 1
[HI - '2H2 - '2H3] =

*[[S2 Mf + sDj + KjHXI - tX2 - tX3] + [sDj + KjHWwhI - tWwh2 - tWwh3] + D II ]

=
[s2[1 + ~~: Mf] + ~~:HsDj + Kj]]
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2Jy:;:2M/ [[s2Mf + sD, + K,][X1 - tX2 - tXa] + lsD, + K,][Wwhl - tWWh2 - tWwh3] + Dy]
=

[s2 + [2Jy :;;'M/ ][sD, + K,ll

B[s2 M f + sD, + K,][X1 - tX2 - tXa] + B[sD, + K,][Wwhl - tWwh2 - tWwha ]+ B . Dy

[s2 + B[sD, + K,ll (A.2)

. h _ 3L'
WIt B - 2J +aL'M

y /

• Rotation around the x-axis

[H2 - Ha][s2 + 3£2 [s2 Mf + sD, + K,ll =
2J"

~~: [[s2Mf + sD, + K,][X2 - X a] + lsD, + K,][Wwh2 - wwh31 + D,,]

=

*[[S2 Mf + sD, + K,][X2 - X3]+ lsD, + K,][Wwh2 - Wwha ]+ D,,]

[ 2[1 aL2M] aL' [D' K."]]s + 2J., f + 2J., s f + f

[2J":;:'M/][[S2Mf + sD, + K,][X2 - Xa] + lsD, + Kf ][Wwh2 - Wwh3 ]+ D,,]

[s2 + [2J.,+a3LL"M/) lsD, + Kfll

C[s2 Mf + sD, + K,][X2 - X a] + C[sDf + K,][Wwh2 - wwh31 + c· D,,]

s2 +C[sD, + K,l
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Appendix B

Derivation of the MIMO Model

B.l

3HJ

The inertia's Jy and Jx are different

AU BU
= s2 + AV[X1 + X2 + X3] + s2 + BV[2X1 - X 2 - X 3 ]

AV BV
+ s2 + AV[WWhl + Wwh2 + WwhJ] + s2 + BV[2WWh1 - W wh2 - W whJ ]

A B
+ s2 + AV[D1 + D 2 + DJ] + 82 + BV[2Dl - D2 - DJ]

AU BU 1 1 CU 3 3
s2 + AV[Xl + X 2 + XJ] + s2 + BV[-Xl + "2 X2 + "2 XJ] + s2 + Cv["2 X2 - "2 XJ]

AV BV 1 1 CV 3 3
+ s2 + AV[Wwh1 + W wh2 + W whJ ]+ s2 + BV[-Wwh1 + "2 Wwh2 + "2 WWhJ ]+ 8 2 +CV["2 Wwh2 - 2" W wd

A B 11 C 33
+ s2 +AV [D1 + D2 + DJ] + s2 + BV[-D1 + "2 D2 + "2 DJ] + 82 +CV ["2 D2 - "2 DJ1

AU BU 1 1 CU 3 3
= s2 + AV [Xl + X2 + X3 ] + s2 + BV[-X1 + 2X2 + 2"X3 ] + 82 + CV [-2"X2 + 2"X3 ]

AV BV 1 1 CV 3 3
+ s2 + AV [Wwh1 +W wh2 + W whJ ]+ s2 + BV[-WWh1 + "2 WWh2 + "2 WWhJ ]+ s2 +CV [-"2 WWh2 + "2 WWhJ ]

A B 11 C 3 3
+ s2 + AV [D1 + D 2 + DJ] + s2 + BV[-Dl + "2 D2 + 2"DJI + 8 2 +Cv[-2"D2 + 2"DJI

with U (s2Mf + sDj +Kjl

v = (sDj+Kj)

3
A = (Mp + 3Mf)

3£2
B = (2Jy +3£2Mf )

3£2
C = (2J" +3£2Mf l

W = (s2 +AV)(s2 +BV)(s2 +CV) to be used

Z = (s2 +AV)(s2 +BV) to be used
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The height of the platform above float 1

HI == _1_[AU(s2 + BV)(s2 + CV)(X1 + X2 + X 3) +BU(s2 + AV)(s2 +CV)(2X1 - X2 - X3)
3W

+AV(s2 + BV)(s2 + CV)(Wwhl + Wwh2 + Wwh3) +BV(s2 +AV)(s2 +CV)(2Wwhl - WWh2 - W wh3 )]

+A(s2 + BV)(s2 +CV)(D1 + D2 + D3) + B(s2 +AV)(s2 +CV)(2D1 - D 2 - D3)]

== _1_{[s4(AU + 2BU) + s2(ABUV +ACUV +2ABUV + 2BCUV) + (ABCUV2 + 2ABCUV2)]X13W
+[s4(AU - BU) + s2(ABUV + ACUV - ABUV - BCUV) + (ABCUV 2 - ABCUV2)]X2
+[s4 (AU - BU) + s2 (ABUV +ACUV - ABUV - BCUV) + (ABCUV2 - ABCUV2)]X3

+[s4(AV + 2BV) + s2(ABV2 + ACV2 +2ABV2 + 2.BCV2) + (ABCV3 + 2ABCV3)]Wwhl
+[s4(AV - BV) + s2(ABV2 +ACV2 - ABV2 - BCV2) + (ABCV3 - ABCV3)]Wwh2

+[s4(AV - BV) + s2(ABV2 +ACV2 - ABV2 - BCV2) + (ABCV3 - ABCV3)]Wwh3

+[s4(A +2B) + s2(ABV +ACV + 2ABV +2BCV) + (ABCV 2 + 2ABCV2)]D1

+[s4(A - B 2(ABV + ACV - ABV - B~¥H (ABCV2 - ABCV2)]D2

+[s4(A - B 2(ABV + ACV - ABV - B~¥H (ABCV2 - ABCV2)]D3}

_1_{[s4(A + 2B)U + s2(3AB + AC + 2BC)UV + (3ABC)UV2]X1
3W

+[s4(A - B 2(AC - BC)UV]X2 )U + s

+[s4(A - B 2(AC - BC)UV]X3 )U + s

+[s4(A + 2B)V + s2(3AB + AC +2BC)V2 + (3ABC)V 3]Wwhl

+[s4(A-B 2(AC-BC)V2]Wwh2 )V+s

+[s4(A-B 2(AC-BC)V2]Wwh3 )V+s

+[s4(A +2B) + s2(3AB + AC +2BC)V + (3ABC)V2]DI

+[s4(A - B 2(AC - BC)V]D2 ) + s

+[s4(A-B 2(AC-BC)V]D3} )+s

The height of the platform above float 2.

H2 == _1_[AU(s2 + BV)(s2 + CV)(X1 + X 2 + X3) + BU(s2 +AV)(s2 +CV)(-X1 + !.X2 + .!.X3)
3W 2 2

+CU(s2 + AV)(s2 +BV)(~X2 - ~X3)

2 2 2 2 1 1
+AV(s + BV)(s + CV)(Wwhl + Wwh2 +W wh3 ) + BV(s +AV)(s +CV)(-Wwhl + -Wwh2 + -Wwh3

2 2
2 2 3 3

+CV(s + AV)(s + BV)(-Wwh2 - -Wwh3)
2 2

+A(s2 + BV)(s2 +CV)(DI + D 2 +D3) + B(s2 +AV)(s2 +CV)(-D1 + !.D2 + .!.D3)
2 2

3 3
+C(s2 + AV)(s2 + BV)( -D2 - -D3)]

2 2

== _1_{[s4(AU _ BU) + s2(ABUV + ACUV - ABUV - BCUV) + (ABCUV2 - ABCUV2)]XI
3W

1 3 1 1 3 3
+[s4(AU + -BU + -CU) + s2(ABUV + ACUV + -ABUV + -BCUV + -ACUV + -BCUV)

2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABCUV2 + .!.ABCUV2 + ~ABCUV2)]X2
2 2

+[s4(AU + .!.BU - ~CU) + s2(ABUV +ACUV + .!.ABUV + .!.BCUV - ~ACUV - ~BCUV)
2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABCUV2 + .!.ABCUV2 - ~ABCUV2)]X3
2 2

+[s4(AV - BV) + s2(ABV2 +ACV2 - ABV2 - BCV2) + (ABCV3 - ABCV3)]Wwhl

+[s4(AV + .!.BV + ~CV) + s2(ABV2 + ACV2 + .!.ABV2 + .!.BCV2 + ~ACV2 + ~BCV2)
2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABCV3 + .!.ABCV3 + ~ABCV3)]WWh2
2 2
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1 3 1 1 3 3
+[s4(AV + -BV - -CV) + s2(ABV2 +ACV2 + -ABV2 + -BCV2 - -ACV2 - -BCV2)

2 2 2 2 2 2
3 1 3 3 3+(ABCV + -ABCV - -ABCV )]Wwh3

2 2

+[s4(A - B) + s2(ABV + ACV - ABV - BCV) + (ABCV2 - ABCV2)]Dl
1 3 1 1 3 3

+[s4(A + -B + -C) + s2(ABV + ACV + -ABV + -BCV + -ACV + -BCV)
2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABCV2 + ~ABCV2 + ~ABCV2)]D2
2 2

1 3 1 1 3 3
+[s4(A + -B - -C) + s2(ABV + ACV + -ABV + -BCV - -ACV - -BCV)

2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABCV2 + !.ABCV2 - ~ABCV2)]D3}
2 2

1
-{[s4(A - B)U + s2(AC - BC)UV]Xl
3W

+[s4(A + ~B + ~C)U +s2(~AB + ~AC + 2BC)UV + (3ABC)UV2]X2
2 2 2 2

4 1 3 23 1
+[s (A + -B - -C)U + s (-AB - -AC - BC)UV]X3

2 2 2 2

+[s4(A - B)V + s2(AC - BC)V2]Wwhl

+[s4(A + ~B + ~C)V + s2(~AB + ~AC +2BC)V2 + (3ABC)V3]WWh2
2 2 2 2

4 1 3 2 3 1 2+[s (A+-B--C)V+S (-AB--AC-BC)V]W h3
2 2 2 2 W

+[s4(A - B) + s2(AC - BC)V]Dl
1 3 3 5

+[s4(A + -B + -C) + s2( -AB + -AC + 2BC)V + (3ABC)V2]D2
2 2 2 2

[
4 1 3 23 1

+ s (A+ -B - -C) + s (-AB - -AC - BC)V]D3}
2 2 2 2

The height of the platform above float 3

1 1 1
H3 = 3W [AU(s2 +BV)(s2 + CV)(XI +X2 + X3) + BU(s2 +AV)(s2 +CV)( -Xl + 2" X2 + 2"X3)

+CU(S2 +AV)(S2 +BV)(-~X2 + ~X3)
2 2

( 2 )( 2 ( 2 2 1 1+AV s + BV s +CV) Wwhl +Wwh2 + WWh3) + BV(s + AV)(s +CV)(-Wwhl + 2" W Wh2 + 2"XWh'

2 2 3 3
+CV(s +AV)(s + BV)(--Wwh2 + -WWh3)

2 2

+A(s2 + BV)(s2 +CV)(DI +D2 + D3) + B(s2 +AV)(s2 +CV)(-Dl + ~D2 + ~D3)
2 2

3 3
+C(s2 + AV)(s2 + BV)( --D2 + -D3)]

2 2

= _1_{[s4(AU _ BU) + s2(ABUV + ACUV - ABUV - BCUV) + (ABCUV2 - ABCUV2)]Xl3W

+[s4(AU +~BU - ~CU) + s2(ABUV + ACUV + !.ABUV + !.BCUV - ~ACUV - ~BCUV)
2 2 2 222

+(ABCUV2 + !.ABCUV2 - ~ABCUV2)]X2
2 2

+[s4(AU + ~BU + ~CU) + s2(ABUV + ACUV + !.ABUV + !.BCUV +~ACUV + ~BCUV)
2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABCUV2 + !.ABCUV2 + ~ABCUV2)]X3
2 2

+[s4 (A V - BV) + s2 (ABV2 +ACV2 - ABV2 _ BCV2) + (ABCV3 - ABCV3)]Wwhl

+[s4(AV + !.BV - ~CV) + s2(ABV2 +ACV2 + ~ABV2 + ~BCV2 - ~ACV2 - ~BCV2)
2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABCV3 + !.ABCV3 - ~ABCV3)]WWh2
2 2
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+[S4 (AV + .!.BV + ~GV) + s2(ABV2 + AGV2 + .!.ABV2 + .!.BGV2 + ~AGV2 + ~BGV2)
2 2 2 2 2 2

1 3
+(ABGV3 + '2ABGV3 + 2"ABGV3)]WWh3

+[s4 (A - B 2 (ABV +AGV - ABV - BJjVH (ABGV2 - ABGV2)]DI
4132 1 1 3 3

+[s (A + -B - -G) + s (ABV + AGV + -ABV + -BGV - -AGV - -BGV)
2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABGV2 + .!.ABGV2 - ~ABGV2)]D2
2 2

1 3 1 133
+[s4(A + -B + -G) + s2(ABV + AGV + -ABV + -BGV + -AGV + -BGV)

2 2 2 2 2 2

+(ABGV2 + .!.ABGV2 + ~ABGV2)]D3}
2 2

_1_{[s4(A _ B)U + s2(AG - BG)UVlXI
3W

1 3 2 3 1
+[s4(A + -B - -G)U + s (-AB - -AG - BG)UVlX2

2 2 2 2
1 3 3 5

+[s4(A + -B + -G)U + s2(-AB + -AG + 2BG)UV + (3ABG)UV2]X3
2 2 2 2

+[s4(A - B 2(AG - BG)V2]Wwhl )V + s

4 1 3 2 3 1 2
+[s (A + -B - -G)V + s (-AB - -AG - BG)V ]Wwh2

2 2 2 2
1 3 3 5

+[s4(A + -B + -G)V + s2(-AB + -AG + 2BG)V2 + (3ABG)V3]Wwh3
2 2 2 2

+[s4 (A - B 2(AG - BG)V]DI ) + s

4 1 3 23 1
+[s (A + -B - -G) + s (-AB - -AG - BG)V]D2

2 2 2 2
1 3 3 5

+[s4(A + -B + -G) + s2(-AB + -AG + 2BG)V + (3ABG)V2]D3}
2 2 2 2

[

HI (s) ] 1

Z~~:~ = 3(s2 + A(sDf + K f»(s2 + B(sDf + K f»(s2 + G(sDf + Kj» *

s4(A + 2B)
+s2(3AB + AG + 2BG)(sDi + K/)

+3ABG(sDj +K/)

s4(A - B)
+s2(AG - BG)(sDj + K/)

s4(A - B)
+s2 (AG - BG)(sDj +K/)

s4(A - B)
+s2(AG - BG)(sDj + K/)

s4(A + tB + ~G)
+s2(tAB + tAG + 2BG)(sDf + Kj)

+3ABG(sD/ +Kj)2

s4(A + tB - tG)
+s2(t AB - tAG - BG)(sDf +K f )

s4(A - B)
+s2(AG - BG)(sDf + K/)

s4(A + tB - tG)
+s2(tAB - tAG - BG)(sDf + K/)

s4(A + tB + tG)
+s2(~AB + tAG + 2BG)(sDf + K f )

+3ABG(sD/ + K/)2

*

[

(s2Mj+sD/+K/)XI(S) +
(s2Mj + sDj + K/)X2(s) +
(s2Mj + sDj + K/)X3(s) +

(sDj +K/)Wwhds) + DdS)]
(sDj +K/)Wwh2(S) + D2(s)
(sD/ + K/)Wwh3(S) + D3(S)
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B.2

3H3

The inertia's Jy and Jx are equal (B=C)

AU BU
== s2+AV[XI +X2 +X3]+ s2+BV[2XI -X2 -X3]

AV BV
+ s2 +AV [Wwhl + Wwh2 +Wwh3] + s2 + BV[2WWhl - Wwh2 - Wwh3]

A B
+ s2 +AV [D I + D2 + D3]+ s2 + B [2DI - D2 - D3]

AU BU 1 1 3 3
== s2 +AV [Xl + X2 + X 3]+ s2 + BV[(-XI + 2" X 2 + 2" X 3)+ (2"X2 - 2"X3)]

AV BV 1 1 3 3
+ 52 + AV [Wwhl + Wwh2 + Wwh3] + 52 + BV[(-WWhl + 2"WWh2 + 2" WWh3) + (2" Wwh2 - 2" Wwh3)]

A B 1 1 3 3
+ s2 +AV [DI + D2 + D3] + s2 + BV[(-DI + "2D2 + 2"D3)+ ("2D2 - "2D3)]

AU BU 1 1 3 3
52 +AV [Xl + X 2 + X3]+ s2 + BV[(-XI + 2"X2 + 2" X 3) + (-2"X2 + "2 X3 )]

AV BV 1 1 3 3
+ 52 +AV [Wwhl + Wwh2 + Wwh3] + 52 + BV[(-WWhl + 2"WW~2 + "2 Wwh3 ) + (-2" W wh2 + 2" WWh3)]

A B 1 1 '3 3
+ 52 +AV[DI + D2 + D3]+ s2 + BV[(-DI + 2" D2 + 2" D3) + (-2"D2 + 2" D3)]

The height of the platform above float 1

HI == 3~[AU(s2 +BV)(XI + X 2 + X3) + BU(s2 + AV)(2XI - X 2 - X 3)

+AV(s2 + BV)(Wwhl +Wwh2 + Wwh3) +BV(s2 + AV)(2Wwhl - Wwh2 - Wwh3)

+A(s2 + BV)(DI + D2 + D3) + B(s2 +AV)(2DI - D2 - D3)]

== -.!... {[s2 (AU + 2BU) + (ABUV + 2ABUV)]XI3Z
+[s2(AU - BU) + (ABUV - ABUV)]X2
+[s2(AU - BU) + (ABUV - ABUV)]X3
+[s2(AV + 2BV) + (ABV2 +2ABV2)]Wwhl

+[s2(AV - BV) + (ABV2 - ABV2]Wwh2

+[s2(AV - BV) + (ABV2 - ABV2)Wwh3

+[s2(A + 2B) + (ABV + 2ABV)]D\

+[s2(A - B) + (ABV - ABV]D2
+[52(A - B) + (ABV - ABV]D3}

== -.!...{[s2(A + 2B)U + (3AB)UV]XI3Z
+[s2(A - B)U]X:2

+[52 (A - BW]X3

+[s2(A + 2B)V + (3AB)V2]Wwhl

+[s:2(A - B)V]W wh2

+[52(A - B)V]W wh3

+[52(A + 2B) + (3AB)V]DI

+[52(A - B)]D2

+[s2 (A - B)]D3}

The height of the platform above float 2

1
3Z[AU(s2 + BV)(XI + X 2+ X3) + BU(s2 + AV)(-XI + 2X2 - X 3)

+AV(s2 + BV)(Wwhl + Wwh2 + Wwh3) + BV(s2 + AV)(-Wwhl + 2Wwh2 - Wwh3)

+A(s2 + BV)(DI +D2 +D3) +B(52 + AV)(-DI + 2D2 - D3)]
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-.!....{[S2(AU - BU) + (ABUV - ABUV)]X1
3Z

+[s2 (AU + 2BU) + (ABUV + 2ABUV)]X2

+[s2 (AU - BU) + (ABUV - ABUV)]X3

+[s2(AV - BV) + (ABV2 - ABV2]Wwhl

+[s2(AV + 2BV) + (ABV2 + 2ABV2)]Wwh2

+[s2(AV - BV) + (ABV2 - ABV2]Wwh3

+[s2(A - B) + (ABV - ABV]Dl

+[s2 (A + 2B) + (ABV + 2ABV)]D2

+[s2(A - B) + (ABV - ABV]D3}

= -.!....{[s2(A-B)U]X1
3Z

+[s2(A + 2B)U + (3AB)UV]X2

+[s2(A - B)U]X3

+[s2(A - B)V]Wwhl

+[s2(A + 2B)V + (3AB)V2]Wwh2

+[s2(A - B)V]Wwh3

+[s2 (A - B)]D1

+[s2(A + 2B) + (3AB)V]D2

+[s2 (A - B)]D3}

The height of the platform above float 3

H 3 = 3~[AU(S2 + BV)(X1 + X2 + X3) + BU(s2 + AV)(-X1 - X 2 + 2X3)

+AV(s2 + BV)(Wwhl + Wwh2 + Wwh3) + BV(s2 + AV)(-Wwhl - Wwh2 + 2Wwh3 )

+A(s2 + BV)(D1 + D2 + D3) + B(s2 + AV)(-D1 - D2 + 2D3 )]

-.!....{[s2 (AU - BU) + (ABUV - ABUV)]X1
3Z

+[s2(AU - BU) + (ABUV - ABUV)]X2

+[s2 (AU + 2BU) + (ABUV + 2ABUV)]X3

+[s2(AV - BV) + (ABV2 - ABV2]Wwhl

+[s2(AV - BV) + (ABV2 - ABV2]Wwh2

+[s2(AV + 2BV) + (ABV2 + 2ABV2)]Wwh3

+[s2 (A - B) + (ABV - ABV]Dl

+[s2(A - B) + (ABV - ABV]D2

+[s2(A + 2B) + (ABV + 2ABV)]D3}

= 3~{[s2(A-B)U]Xl

+[s2 (A - B)U]X2

+[s2(A + 2B)U + (3AB)UV]X3

+[s2(A - B)V]Wwhl

+[s2(A - B)V]Wwh2

+[s2(A +2B)V + (3AB)V2]Wwh3

+[s2 (A - B)]D1

+[s2(A - B)]D2

+[s2(A + 2B) + (3AB)V]D3}
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[
s2(A + 2B)

s2(A - B) s2(A - B)

1·
+(3AB)(sDj + K f )

s2(A - B)
s2(A+2B)

s2(A - B)+(3AB)(sDj + K I )
s2(A - B) s2(A - B)

s2(A +2B)
+(3AB)(sDj + KI )

[

(s2Mf +sDj +Kf)X1(s) + (sDj+Kf)WwhI{S) +
(s2Mf + sDj +K f )X2(S) + (sDj +K f )Wwh2(S) +
(s2Mf + sDj + Kj)X3(s) + (sDj +Kj)Wwh3(S) +
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Appendix C

Transformation of the measured
heights to the outputs

Oel

Oml

Figure C.l: The position of the heightsensors

hI = ha + LOy 0.1 = ha - LoOy
h2 = ha - tOy + tV3O

% 0.2 = ha + hO - 7V3O%l../h3 = ha - 7: 0y 2V3O% 0.3 = ha + 2 Y + :;:V30",
.l). .l).

ha

t~~~1 + h2 + h3) ha = t(OI. + °2~ + 03.)
Oy h2 h3) Oy 'I + + 03.)= - - = r( - 201. 02.
0", i!-(h2 h3) 0% = e(-02. + 03.)

.l). .l).
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(hI ) (~
1

1 r'C 1

iH °e1 )-1 -2!:, Lh2 -1 L 1
°e2

h3 1 -1 0 - L o
°e3

(1- 2..k.. 1 + 1..k.. 1 + 1..k.. )(°e1 )1 L o L o L o

= - l+lf 1 - 2..k.. 1 + 1..k.. °e2 (C.1)
3

1 + 1.1':.
L o L~

1 +1..k.. 1-2- °e3L o L o L o
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Appendix D

The dimensioning of the filter

The fourth order Butterworth excists of two second order sections (see figure D) using
[J 0 H80]. The transfer function for a second order section yields:

C2

o -----<0

Ie

Figure D.1: The second order Butterworthfilter

H( ) - R,R2C ,C2
8 - 1 1 1

8
2 + (R,C2 + R 2C,)8 + R,R2C,C2

The transfer function for a low pass filter has a general form:

W 2

H(8)=----
82 + ((}'W e)8 + w~

For the damping (}' and cut off frequency Ie yields:

R 1 + R2 rc;
..jR1R2 Vc;

1

For finding the size of the components we make use of a practical rule:

C
2

= 10Hz J.lF
Ie

Under these condition the other components can be calculated:

(}'2

C1 ::; 4 C2
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1
R2 =----::

R1C1C2W~

For a fourth order Butterworth filter yields:

0'1 = 0.765367 and
0'2 = 1.847759

The values of C1, C2, R 1 and R2 can be calculated for both sections:
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Appendix E

Calculation of the position
feedback

The values of the variable resistors R 2 , R3 and R4 , of the position feedback, are found with
the try and error method. By taking a demand for the time constant, calculate the values
for the variable resistors and see what the maximum value for the input of the servo system
will be. If the maximum value is to big/less then weaken/strengthen the demand for the
time constant. First some information of the constants and of the domains of the variables:

T

UDA

UAD

S
X
R1

1

I+H

0.05m/sV
-55V/m
f{fu

• Rh3
- R.KpK.

[-4,4] V
[-10, 10] V
[-10, 10] V
[-0.03, 0.03] m
10 kn

1
l_R4 S p S<

R3

sensitivity servosystem
sensitivity position feedback
amplification position feedback
timeconstant of position feedback
chosen variations in the AD convertor
domain of the AD convertor
domain of the servosystem
maximum variations in the pillarheight
chosen value
relative end mistake

A demand for the time constant T: reach in 0.4 seconds 75 % of the end value:

-0.4
T = In(l _ 0.75) =0.2885

The ratio:

~: = -f{pf{.T =0.3967

The relative end mistake will be:

1
R K K =0.224

1 - • p •R3

The ratios:

X ma.,----'----- =1.340
REM * UDAma.,f{.

UADma.,Xma., 636-----=3.
f{p
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Calculating the variable resistors:

7.46kO

14.42kO

36.36kO

The maximum input of the servo system will be:

R1 • R4IUDAmax R
4

I+ I Ii..pXmax R
a

1= 5.36 + 4.16 =9.52V

This just fits in the domain of the servo system.
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Appendix F

SIMO experiment with float two

Output Error (d2)
10' r-----.-------,---..--.----------.--~-r-__.________,

j 10'

~

'0·"-·~2~3-"""'4-S~~6--=-7~8;'---=-"-----:'0
model order

Figure F.1: Loss function
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-0 2S0!--7.C---::,o-,-~-!"=-...,."',-"*,,c---:;:-c--~-!=-~'"
T.."'.llll(IWI~")

:

'~!f-\i~i~~~Rjfi:J--
~IO • • • ~ so ~. .

Tu·..... l.lIC.."1*.;

"
: •

.

03

!
• •to'

~

•

:.....

.

.....

•

i ·"N···.,······ c·····!······.,.··········· .j ., , +"'1
~ .

F.2.1: output 1 (6) F.2.2: output 2 (6)

i ."H j.......•,.•......;•••. ,........•' , .•...,........••........+ ~

I-D isH·······;········.·······.;······:.·······!········!· ; ! .; ~

.....j ..

... : .

....., .

-0 360\--f;;--;!;;---..,!::---};"C---;.':c,-~,,-+--..,;;;---tc-~
TiINL,"(satr~I"'1

40 SO 80
T'n'lllLallC..""letoj

F.2.3: output 3 (6) F.2.4: output 1 (8)

"'j ·.. ····,······· ·········1 ; ~ ..

..... , ; ; !,

"02

-0 oeo!--7,;--:!:;---..,,,;;;--7.,,c---::.o-,-'~'-~1O=--:t:--f.c- --::
Tinw L'1I (1oI111'1..)

'02

!
1 001

~

-0(11

-0.02

.003
0

-~- --.: ---t-. -j- - -.; - -- ~ - •• j.. - - .; - - - f_.-
30 40 SO 10 70 80

TimlL.t("IT~I..)

F.2.5: output 2 (8) F.2.6: output 3 (8)

Figure F.2: Cross correlations between the input and the residuals
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1O•.--~_~P_~_.~Sp,-"'~.O_"...:'...:"_-'-'.'-OO~'.:.;'~:..:'c:,(•...:"':...:.:'I~~_.,

10'

"0 :2 25 ,
fr'4l.11l'l1:'f(Hzj

F.3.1: output 1 (6)

IO'~O--:.---:~-;,;--:,-..",;-.-~,-~-T--:''-----!
Ir.qio*lC'f{Htl

F.3.2: output 2 (6)

1O•...-~_~P'-'~c::•.;:.....:...:.:.:,O...:•...:"'...:"_-'-'.::..OO~':..:'~::..'c:,(•...:"':...:.:.)~~_.,

"0 .. 2 2$ 3 35
f'~~IHz)

F.3.3: output 3 (6) F.3.4: output 1 (8)

"0 1.5 :2 25 3 U
fUIQlW\l:'fIHJ)

F.3.5: output 2 (8)

to 0 0$

F.3.6: output 3 (8)

"

Figure F.3: Power spectral density of the residuals
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-os

", " " " " 70 80 "
.1SI)

10 " .0 50 110 70
r,"'llIlag{10~, ... 1u<:a"'idJiJ 1i.... l..g(\iI~' ... ' ..aond'l

FA.I: output 1 (6) FA.2: butput 2 (6)

e,ouvaildallon'1'lpIA2,oou1P\A,(orderSI croq vlhdaIJall!W'UI2 \0 oulpd , (order II

"

'-.
,
,,

."
", 10 20 " " " " 70 " " " " 70

1imel811{IO~.I"O:lOn,:h.1 Timelag(101ll'J1ll't'.'uQOrWlI)

FA.3: output 3 (6) FAA: output 1 (8)

crou.vaIlMl'on 1"IM:2 looulpUl2 (or" '1 Cl'ou, w1l4t1lon 11'Ip\.l2 10cu~" (01<* II

"
.,

"
,

30 40 SCI SO 70
nmll"ll(10~"I..<XJnd1)

·'o!-~-7.;----,,,,t--1;,,,--;,:;-, -'~'-~70'---:;C-=-~lO'
Ti_lao(IO~.I ..o::ndl)

FA.5: output 2 (8) FA.6: output 3 (8)

Figure F.4: Cross validations
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I'lpUl:i!tOCUlPUl 1 c.d8re I'lpUl i'loCUlpUl 2 c.der e

0 0
.,

-~~.,

F.5.1: output 1 (6) F.5.2: output 2 (6)

I'lpUl:i!IOCUlpUl' c.der' II'lpUl i'IOCUlpUlI c.der.

" 0 " 0
."
.,., " ~$ "

F.5.3: output 3 (6) F.5.4: output 1 (8)

I'lpUl2100tJpll. 3 c.d....

o
.,

.,

F.5.5: output 2 (8)

Figure F.5: Poles-zeros
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Table F.l: Poles and zeros of the sixth and eighth order model

order model to output zerO
0.873 ± 0.3431

1 0.948 ± 0.3031
1.403

0.926 ± 0.3651
6 2 0.954 ± 0.2951

2.080
0.942 ± 0.3671

3 0.955 ± 0.2961
1.373

0.804 ± 0.4561
1 0.908 ± 0.3071

0.941 ± 0.2971
1.796

0.814 ± 0.4451
8 2 0.926 ± 0.3571

0.955 ± 0.2~91

-0.453
0.942 ± 0.3661

3 0.959 ± 0.2951
2.003 ± 0.9711

0.830

poles frequency (Hz)
0.910 ± 0.3741 0.621

5 0.925 ± 0.3381 0.558
0.953 ± 0,2781 0.451
0.741 ± 0.2131 0.445

7 0.902 ± 0.3821 0.638
0.928 ± 0.3441 0.565
0.955 ± 0.2801 0.453
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Appendix G

SIMO experiment with float
three

10' r---r-----r-----.----o---;....utpu_tErr----,-or(d-,-3)----r-------r------r-----,

10-2'~,----:-2~3----7-4 ~5~6-----;7~8~~g-----='0
model order

Figure G.l: Loss function
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oo. . j.....•..:. •.•. .. .•...•.. ~...•.•.•. j•.•.. - ~ ······1· ~.. ··· i.·.·.·.

.... ~..

I --~---~---t---1- - .. -: - --t---l'" - - -: - - - t-
I

,,·f·

·0 10!--+'--;'::-'-ci:;--:'",---.,';;-,--f;.,,--i1O::--"~'-+------'!
T'mltLlIg{u~'l

-0 10!--t;--:::--C~~,,--;,::-,-c'~'--!;70'-----=-"!.c--~
TimeL'IiI(Yo"",,'l

G.2.1: output 1 (6) G.2.2: output 2 (6)

00"·······,····· .. ;·........; ........;......··:·........·:· ...... ·: .. · .... ·: .... ·..·;····A

1 ::: ["r .. A r\; J~ ....
) '\7: ....\ '\t I h\··

.,." \/..··V \.1\,,/.._,+ ...,../1::::::
. --. -:----,.. _-"---:-- -'-',. . .

'V'
·0 o.o!-~--;,::-, -c=-~,,:-.,t:,--=,,--;::--c=-~c-~

Ti~l.all( ..ft'CIIf&l
.0 50 80
Ti~L"g{IIoa~&J

G.2.3: output 3 (6) G.2.4: output 1 (8)

. . . ............................................~ .
,

...... ~ ~ ~ : ;....···i····

--~- -- 1_ - .f--- -i- --~ ---t- --j..- - .1- -- ~ ---

'0<

G.2.5: output 2 (8) G.2.6: output 3 (8)

Figure C.2: Cross correlations between the input and the residuals
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"'r-~_...,..:.p.::~,-.~S,-..,-O'~• .::D~_""c:,..._,-Y:....,:"'.::'P.,-I...;(.~d_"'-'l:.-~_-,

0.3.1: output 1 (6)

2 ":i , 3.5
l,eq~"CYtH!)

0.3.3: output 3 (6)

",

" " as,
Irequww:y (Hz)

0.3.2: output 2 (6)

15 " 2:S 3 3:5
treq......:v{Hz)

0.3.4: output 1 (8)

,,'

to 0 os

0.3.5: output 2 (8) 0.3.6: output 3 (8)

Figure G.3: Power spectral density of the residuals
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30 40 50 eo 7lI
r.... lag (10 lMTClIn.l uocnd"J

4'!-,-~--;:;---;"--:";-""""""--:;";-""",10:;---;:;;-7.-----;!
Ti~lao('O-"Ple''''''ca'ld,)

GA.l: output 1 (6)

-1 ,50'---7:;--!o--,,~~,,;--:.Oc'-~";--:1O:;---==---:O-----Cl00
Ti"-IIO{10samplao,1IIo 'uCXlI'Id,j

GA.3: output 3 (6)

"

G.4.5: output 2 (8)

G.4.2: butput 2 (6)

G.4.4: output 1 (8)

·150!-~-~,,;--:,,;:;--t;,,;-,.:;,-';',;'-~1O;---:o--:o-.:
Tim.lag(lD~,.I ..ocncI"l

G.4.6: output 3 (8)

Figure G.4: Cross validations
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"1>lA3to~lA' CI,*5 ~"'3IoOUlpIA1 Cldel5

0 0 o •

."
.,

'~2 .,
"

G.5.1: output 1 (6) G.5.2: output 2 (6)

"1>1A3toOUlpIA3 (1'''' IIlpUl 31",,,,,,,pUlI <;1',,-.8

0
~.

.,
'~2., ..

G.5.3: output 3 (6) G.5.4: output 1 (8)

ropUl3tOOoJpUl:r <;1'.... "1>lA3tOCVlIl .... 3 CI'"

o
.,

-!. ., -2

G.5.5: output 2 (8)

.!:,-----:;:..-=--::--::::...-;;';;--~

G.5.6: output 3 (8)

Figure G.5: Poles-zeros
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Table G.1: Poles and zeros of the sixth and eighth order model

order model to output zero
0.841 ± 0.3831

1 0.898 ± 0.3361
1.987

0.692 ± 0.1471
6 2 0.943 ± 0.3671

1.469
0.823 ± 0.4141

3 0.927 ± 0.3581
0.1103

0.792 ± 0.4181
1 0.909 ± 0.3221

0.938 ± 0.2931
1.823

0.942 ± 0.3661
8 2 0.961 ± 0.2961

2.115 ± 0.8581
0.863

0.807 ± 0.4461
3 0.927 ± 0.3561

0.954 ± 0.2901
-0.169

poles frequency (Hz)
0.854 ± 0.2221 0.400

6 0.901 ± 0.3891 0.648
0.925 ± 0,3501 0.576
0.751 ± 0.2371 0.488

8 0.902 ± 0.3831 0.639
0.928 ± 0.3421 0.562
0.954 ± 0.2801 0.454
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Appendix H

SIMO experiment with the
rotation around the negative

•y-axIs

10" ,,----.-------.-----r--0ut..--putE_rrOO".---'-(dS}~~~----,

10"2, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
model order

Figure H.I: Loss function
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.. -\....-

·0.02

,,,~ ; ; ; , , , , ; ; .

••1\.' •-:-J:;:f-'-:"f'cc
i '" .··A :r'" '·,l::}\::
~:::~(LJ1::r V:·V

---·---'-------v --H~~c~t~::~'. .. --;- j ~ "'1 -.. "1

.. ",!-..:l!;,---:,\;-,---,~---!:",.--:.!;;-'-~..--;70:e----;!;;-~~
Til'nll·"'(.....lol

H.2.1: output 1 (3)

."
1 00IH ...... ' ........ ·; ...... ··, .. ·• .. , ......•.. ,...... •·.. , .. ·· .. · ..,··/

!
~ ,

-001

-0 030!--1::--;!",.-~-7.,,:--;.~,-.=O-~70,.-"".t;.-~~
Timo lat (u....... s.J

H.2.3; output 3 (3)

-0 oao!--!;:-7.-~-1",.-"".t:,-7.":--;70::---=--;t:-----,!'OO
Tome Lag (u.....',

H.2.5: output 2 (5)

.. ,.!---,',-_f,;_---,!;----!:",.--:.\;-.-.~.-_f,;_---,!;---;!;:--;!
TirT1lLIg{urrlliul

H.2.2; output 2 (3)

. .. ..

··~E·:L':·~1~:·::·:::F:1[f~:R:~~~r~~

L.:l.+.;f"'hl\Yr\'! •• ~;~_
V:. ... 'iU"

......:-. . .; ;.. . . ~ .

-0 OSo!---1;:--;t:---:::--1::,,--;..::--,.*.--;t:----,7-1::-C'!
TimtL'II(NI~il

H.2.4: output 1 (5)

."
l!J·,,11 ..·,,""·'· ..··+·,,·..0·.. ·..,··· ..:·· ";"·I··'·\·+·r~

..... i" .....,... ····r ..... ~-..... "l"

-- -;- --~ - - -~- .. -i- .. - ~ -_..+---~ .. - ....-..
.0030!--1::-~---'=---!;,,:--;,~. -'='-~70"-~-~~

Timel•• I..".....)

H.2.6: output 3 (5)

Figure H.2: Cross correlations between the input and the residuals
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"~0-*--:--t,.....-,:----,;,:,;-"",,:-----,;':-7----;""---:
Ir.cllMncy(HZ)

H.3.1: output 1 (3)

,,'

",,~,-~---c:----"'7;-"'*,--:;,':".-~.-7;---:--:;---!
lr~u«qtHl)

H.3.2: output 2 (3)

".r-~__p~=.;:.P:.:....:.:.,.:,:D:.:.~:.:..,,::,:..~::.:y:.:.~~':.:...:.:.'..:,(.::.:..:.:.':.:.'_~_.,

,,'

10·o!----:;;-7......,,:'<,-"'*,--;,':",-~.-7;---:--:;---!
(r~~(Hzl

H.3.3: output 3 (3)

10 ~ (I is ~ :2 is 3 35
l'It<lu«qIHz)

H.3.4: output 1 (5)

,,'

", :2 25 3
lr~UIIrq 1Hz)

H.3.5: output 2 (5)

"0

H.3.6: output 3 (5)

Figure H.3: Power spectral density of the residuals
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.,
-I 50!-'--7,.--.;";:---;,,:;---:.,,,-----;,';;-'--:;'''--;70;:--:;;--:;;-~

rl1,... I~{IO.."....'''''..condIJ

H.4.1: output 1 (3)

-"l--7,.:-7,;------;"~~,,,-----:,';:-,--!:,,-----;-;,,:---;.~,--;';:--~
TlllWlau(IO.."....... ,Moon'h)

H.4.3: output 3 (3)

,,,,,

30 40 50 .0 7ll
TI""I~{IOIlfl1lllft.l ..ocncl.l

H.4.5: output 2 (5)

.250~-7,.--;;;-------;,,:;---:;,,:--;,';;-,-----;.~'--;70,-----;.';:-'--;:;;-~
Timtlag(10.-np!e1l& • Meonds.)

H.4.2: butput 2 (3)

-IS, " " " " 70 10'
Ti""I~ (lharnpln .. I Moondsj

H.4.4: output 1 (5)

eI'~"'ldIIllallnpo.l.~ IOOUlpU '(Ofdel'51

10

o5 ~

, ..
,,

"
-10

", 10 " " " " " 70 " 100
r'mllajjl(lO~'.I ..oand'l

H.4.6: output 3 (5)

Figure H.4: Cross validations
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H.5.1: output 1 (3)

IlOUl2tooJlplA' Cfder3

." 0
.,

".,

H.5.3: output 3 (3)

I'IpUl2locuplA2 0'_:1

.':,----:;;';-=~-:-='---;""""-----!

H.5.2: output 2 (3)

"

H.5.4: output 1 (5)

o·.,

H.5.5: output 2 (5)

.,.',,';;-,---:c---7-"---:-----!,

H.5.6: output 3 (5)

Figure H.5: Poles-zeros
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Table H.I: Poles and zeros of the third and fifth order model

order model to output zeros
1 0.916 ± 0.3761

3 2 0.792 ± 0.5781
3 0.190

1.843
1 0.903 ± 0.3761

0.947 ± 0.3061
5 2 0.747 ± 0.6271

0.951 ± 0.2951
3 0.919 ± 0.3581

0.953 ± 0.2841
poles frequency (Hz)

3 0.918 ± 0.3601 0.595
0.807 0

0.919 ± 0.3581 0.592
5 0.953 ± 0.2841 0.461

0.764 0
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Appendix I

SIMO experiment with the
rotation around the positive

•x-aXIS

Output Error (d6)
10' ~.,..---.---------,---...,-....,..---,--.,..----,----,

1~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
model order

Figure 1.1: Loss function
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.-.~;~ -- ..--~t·~~ -j.--~- - - ~. - .+-- ~ .. -- +.--

,
1-002

I

····r·······t········:·········j········.;.·········

'0080.!----!:,___-;;'\'-0,---t;-~..;--;,OcO-~..,---..,.,,:c---;!;;-+.-~IO·O
nmeUQ(~'1

1.2.1: output 1 (3) 1.2.2: output 2 (3)

0,02

~·OOj ••••

!
l·ooo,H···.. ··;······ .. ·:.. · \I""¥'i-ll

,,JI~.~~::...:.~~.:.::~:.;~.:.:tU'~.:.:.~~.~"""~"" c...... ! _....

. ~ j !. . ...~.. ...!.....

~O 50 SO 10
Tinwl_Q{u.~&)

1.2.3: output 3 (3)

Caleol.tlOl'l FIft:lIIOFI "",,' 3 _ Cdput 2 (aOir 5J

........ ..••.• .;•.....•. ~.•.....• ; j .• ·····1······· ..,· ) .,
... ;.

-----~.--

·00<

.. ···· .. r····r··············l·····1· ..······ ..··t-····
-00'0:--1;'___-;;':-0-,,~~..;--;,Oco--=..,----.;.,,:--...,.t:O--=----7.I..

nnwl_;(UfT11lIs)

1.2.5: output 2 (5)

·0 ,,'o!---;;;----:;':-0-~~..;--;,C:o--=",----:--~~;--::!
nfT1lll·9{"~1iJ

1.2.4: output 1 (5)

Car"'llal F~IOFI npuI 3 OQIM ClUlpui 3 (aOiI 5J

--~- -- .. ---t--- -~---:- --~- --?--- ...--- t---
0,02 ········;········.:········f········f· .

1.2.6: output 3 (5)

Figure 1.2: Cross correlations between the input and the residuals (part one)
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-j- - - ~ - - - ~ - - -~- --
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.. ,.. ..........,...

......... • f.\ 1\
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: J v "
H.... ··' .. ·.... ·•· ·1,···· .. ·, .. ,.. , """'v

:::::Jrt······:·····
,p.-.,' .. ," ...

-0 0' ~ .....• , ":"" .'

-00.·· .... ·

-0 oeo!C---+'-7.c-=--t":-"",O:'o-~",...--!=-,...-=--t~~
Ti,.,.L·ll("~~)

1.3.1: output 1 (7) 1.3.2: output 2 (7)

~ ",:----:.,...--;;;-,...-:;---:;.,,.----;;,;-,,...-.to.--:o-.:;;-...-~
TI,.,.L'll(W1r,.~I..)

1.3.3: output 3 (7)

Figure 1.3: Cross correlations between the input and the residuals (part two)
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,,'

".

"",-7=---;-~",---~. -,."o--,.!--,."',,...-...,....,...-.'-:.----'
hquency(H~

1.4.1: output 1 (3)

to·..-__,...-p_~_·~S'-,..._'~._D~_.'-.,_-_..~ro.:..''"'_'...;(._..-'.),...-__.,

,,'

,,'

to;.,-7."--:----,';;-...,,:-...,,;';•...--:•...--:;--;--:;';----!
fl~'*"CY{Hz}

1.4.2: cilUtput 2 (3)

to'

11)0 05 HI O 05 15 2 25 3
hqlJet"q'[Hz}

1.4.3: output 3 (3)

to'

to

to·

1.4.4: output 1 (5)

fO·o;--,~,...-7;-,~,--:.;--:;."",--::-.-7."-~--,';..;---!
hqUlnl:Y(Hz)

to. IS :2 25 :s
hqUMq'{HlJ

1.4.5: output 2 (5) 1.4.6: output 3 (5)

Figure 1.4: Power spectral density of the residuals (part one)
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1ll·0!--0:;';'O---'--',,.,.--::,-,..,,~.--o,-~--;---~:---!
l'equen'Y{HI)

1.5.1: output 1 (7)

"0 2 2:i 3
Irequeocy{Ht)

1.5.2: output 2 (7)

",.-__~p.;.~.;."~"c:.'d_'.:,O:..:'...:":::"~'.:..:M:..:OO;;.':..:"'c:.'",(.;:c....::..:.:n~......_-,

,,'

"0 2 2S , '$
hqUl'l'lq'(HZ)

1.5.3: output 3 (7)

Figure 1.5: Power spectral density of the residuals (part tWO)
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CI'~""'ldlhonII'lPUI'IOOl,llpUlt(ord"'J

·1 SO!-~""-7.""-,,~-!:'":--"""' -7;,,""-~70:--=--=-~
TIfTW lag (10 .....s ... t MCOIIChs,)

1.6.1: output 1 (3)

"r-~_,...-..:.O..:.~:;."..:."_'~'M_'...:-..:.;..."..:.O~..:.'.;.P•..:.'..:.I•...:",:...:;'l__~--.

1.6.3: output 3 (3)

"'!-~"-~"::--''''~-!:'':--:;'''"'-7;,,-~,,:---=--:;;-~t...
Ti"-Jag(IO...,...." I Moondaj

1.6.5: output 2 (5)

CI'(U VlIhdalton'lIp\I. 3 to ouIptA:I (order 3l

.";---:,;--;";;--,,,:0---:;,,,-,,;-,,...-.t,;'-~70;;--'.:.c, --:;,,,C-7.,,,
Ti"-I-U(IOIlll'npluIlo I Moonds)

1.6.2: output 2 (3)

·1 SO!-~-7.""""-,,"""--!:,,:--,.,,"O -.7;'-~70:---=--=----,J",
Timlrag{IO~.I ..cond"

1.6.4: output 1 (5)

1.6.6: output 3 (5)

Figure 1.6: Cross validations (part one)
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-0.5

-I 50~--7.-~---'30:!;:-----O:.,:-..,,'":O -~,,---,-,:,,=--7.-~---'!
T,,,..laa{tO~li."'''ocnd,)

1.7.1: output 1 (7)

C1cu.""'IdaII~,nplA"loouIJ)Ul1{Cf(Ier7)

-3'~-----:;---;;;----;30:;;------:;":---:":----"-:;;'---:;";--.:o--:;;----7,
TlJT8lag(IOUl7lfllN.'WOOl'ldal

1.7.2: output 2 (7)

30 40 50 80 70
T,ma11i(IOMtl'lf)le'''''''CU'll\l

1.7.3: output 3 (7)

Figure I.7: Cross validations (part two)
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ropllt3toOl,llpUll odolr 3 ropUl31o<lUlpUl2odoM1

IS IS

" 0 " 0:-"

-IS

·~2 -,-0, lS -, -IS

1.8.1: output 1 (3) 1.8.2: output 2 (3)

npUl31o OUIPUI3 odel3 ropUl31oOl,llpUlIodoMS

0 0
-IS

-, ·!2-, "

1.8.3: output 3 (3) 1.8.4: output 1 (5)

ropUl 3lo lIIJlpUl 2 odoM S ropUl3\oOl,llpUl3 ",delS

IS

" 0:
.,.,

"

1.8.5: output 2 (5) 1.8.6: output 3 (5)

Figure 1.8: Poles-zeros (part one)
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r.p1l.3\oCIJIPII.l O'dM 7 1IIIlII.3toClJlplA., O'dM 7

0 -GO 0:
-"

-~2 .~:l

"

1.9.1: output 1 (7) 1.9.2: output 2 (7)

o
-,.

1.9.3: output 3 (7)

Figure 1.9: Poles-zeros (part tWO)
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Table 1.1: Poles and zero of the third, fifth and seventh order model

order model to output zeros
1 0.875 ± 0.761I

3 2 1.126 ± 0.3621
3 0.864 ± 0.6291
1 0.564 ± 0.8831

0.930 ± 0.361I
5 2 0.930 ± 0.3141

1.078 ± 0.3821
3 0.749 ± 0.6521

0.932 ± 0.3581
0.618 ± 0.9501

1 0.929 ± 0.3611
0.958 ± 0.2841
0.880 ± 0.3051

7 2 1.959 ± 0.3251
1.187 ± 0.4241
0.714 ± 0.7081

3 0.931 ± 0.3591
0.955 ± 0.2901

poles frequency (Hz)
3 0.891 ± 0.3911 0.658

0.812 0
0.905 ± 0.3881 0.645

5 0.932 ± 0.3421 0.560
0.808 0

0.907 ± 0.3871 0.642
7 0.933 ± 0.3411 0.557

0.956 ± 0.2791 0.451
0.748 0
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